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Abstract 

This report combines two different surveys within the Berta language area. The majority of the pages are 
devoted to the ‘primary’ survey, which pertains to the results of a dialect intelligibility survey carried out 
in April and May 2011 in the western part of Ethiopia, in the Benishangul-Gumuz region. A less rigorous 
‘secondary’ survey conducted in 2013 appends wordlist data of two additional communities, the Wabosh 
and the Metehara. 

For the primary survey, only four speech communities were surveyed: Maiyu, Fadashi, Undulu and 
Beleje Gonfoye. In each of these groups, a Recorded Text Test (RTT) was administered to check the level 
of intelligibility from one language area to another, a small sampling of 200 words was collected, and 
lastly a collection of forty sentences intended to check various grammatical features was recorded and 
transcribed. These four communities were selected based on the previous work of Bender (1989), who 
identified each region as unique. Bender concludes that Berta is a “single language” despite comprising 
multiple dialects; however, this theory was in need of reexamination due to some internal comments that 
arose in the context of mother-tongue education initiatives among the Berta people (Bender 1997:10). 
The appended wordlists from the two additional Berta speech varieties, Wabosh and Metehara, can be 
viewed in Appendix G. Notably, neither the RTT nor the 40 sentences were conducted among these 
communities. 

Results of this survey of four different speech communities indicated language shift among the 
ethnic group known as Berta. Recorded Text Testing reveals that there is gradient intelligibility which 
tends to correspond to the geographic proximity and regularity of contact between one lect and another. 
Wordlists show that while there are regular sound correspondences which pattern from one variety to 
another, there are likewise many instances of high-frequency words which are non-cognate. Exposure to 
varying languages of wider communication (LWC) is the most probable explanation for this and other 
grammatical variation. 

In most cases, intelligibility of different Berta varieties is acquired. Those speakers of Undulu, for 
example, are located in close proximity to a frequently used gold digging site. Speakers from divergent 
areas come from near and far to test their luck at finding gold, and it is through this and other forms of 
contact that intelligibility is most likely acquired. Speakers of the Maiyu dialect, often regarded as the 
most prestigious Berta variety, have limited contact with other speech varieties and language attitudes 
reveal that they seldom have desire to accommodate other varieties. Among many Maiyu, Undulu, and 
Fadashi, contact with the Arabic language has been a seminal force in socio-linguistic development. 
Maiyu borrows extensively from Sudanese Arabic and has often replaced indigenous forms with loaned 
varieties. Based on the data collected, Maiyu seems to be the most innovative of the dialects surveyed. 
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1 Berta: An introduction 

The Berta people, also known as Benishangul, are a relatively large minority group who span the borders 
of Ethiopia and Sudan. The 2007 census indicates that there are 183,259 speakers found in Ethiopia 
(Central Statistics Agency of Ethiopia). While there are no official figures available, many Berta who 
frequently cross the border into Sudan report that there is a comparable number of Berta living in Sudan 
as well; however, this assessment far exceeds the projected figures in the Ethnologue which estimate only 
20,000 Sudanese Berta (Lewis 2009). The vast majority of Ethiopian Berta are subsistence farmers living 
within the borders of the Benishangul-Gumuz Region. Islam is the religion of the masses, and Sudanese 
Arabic is spoken as a second language by many. 

Berta [wti] belongs to the Nilo-Saharan phylum, and ever since Greenberg’s monumental work The 
Languages of Africa, it has eluded genetic placement within a family. The two primary theories of Nilo-
Saharan reconstruction differ considerably; however, Berta is classified as an isolate language by both 
Bender (1996) and Ehret (2001). It is not unlikely that the key to assessing Berta’s genetic identity lies 
not in the innovative Maiyu variety (often used synonymously with “Berta”), but rather in the more 
conservative peripheral lects. While this survey focuses specifically on intelligibility, the comparative 
method and dialectology can be applied to the data collected in this report to perhaps begin unraveling 
this reconstructive conundrum. Bremer (2015) suggests the possibility of a genetic relationship with the 
East Jebel family of East Sudanic; however, the conclusions in that paper are tentatively based before 
further comparative typological research can be conducted. 

There are varying reports regarding the degree of relatedness between the various Berta dialects. 
The Ethnologue includes a disclaimer that Berta “is likely more than one language” (Lewis 2009). The 
conclusion of this survey report accords with this statement; however, more research is needed to 
determine the vitality of each speech variety. In addition to the research conducted in this survey, a 
deeper data corpus (enabling the study of grammatical, syntactic, tonal, and phonological differences 
between lects) is essential to understanding the range of linguistic variation. 

In 2007, SIL Ethiopia began a partnership with the Ethiopian Bureau of Education to assist in the 
development of mother tongue educational materials for three of the language communities found in the 
Benishangul-Gumuz Region. One of the languages chosen for this multi-lingual education (MLE) project 
was Berta. In each of the three languages, seven schools were selected as candidates for a pilot program. 
Within the Berta community, six of these schools were located within the region where the Maiyu dialect 
is spoken: Abramo (Asosa Woreda), Godere (Oda Woreda), Sherkole (Homosha Woreda), Dulhode 
(Kurmuk Woreda), Menge (Menge Woreda), and Halmo (Sherkole Woreda). This geographic distribution 
left just one school, Garabiche school (Bambassi Woreda), located outside of the Maiyu-speaking region, 
which is found approximately ten kilometers west of Bambassi, a region where the Fadashi dialect is 
spoken. 

As is the case with all language development programs, an assessment is needed to be made to 
determine which of the dialects should be standardized. Looking at notable factors like population and 
prestige, it was decided that the Maiyu dialect was the most appropriate source for standardization. A 
committee of Maiyu speakers was assembled, and those present decided to implement a Roman 
orthography for the transcription of all Berta materials. In October 2010, a workshop was hosted under 
the auspices of the MLE project, and the orthography was revised slightly to accommodate the growing 
need for resolving certain orthographic ambiguity. 

Keeping in mind the value of all the Berta speech communities, the dictionary editors correctly note 
that although Maiyu has been chosen as the reference dialect, 

We wish to point out that we consider none of the dialects included in this dictionary as inferior 
nor superior to the others. We hope that in the future the dialects will gain from each other’s 
richness of words and adapt to each other more and more (Neudorf, 2007). 

With plans to expand the reach of the mother-tongue education initiative, the Bureau of Education 
called for a reinvestigation into the speech variants of Berta and the relative level of intelligibility 
between them. 
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1.1 Demographics and non-linguistic background 

1.1.1 Geography 

Most of the Benishangul-Gumuz region is shaped by hilly and even mountainous terrain, with elevation 
typically ranging from 1,600 to 1,700 meters above sea level. This region is the least populated of 
Ethiopia’s nine regions, having less than one million inhabitants in a region covering nearly 20,000 
square miles (about 50,000 km2). Most Maiyu and Fadashi speakers reside on the plateau extending 
north-south from Menge to Asosa and west-east from Asosa to Bambassi while speakers of the Wabosh, 
Undulu and the Beleje Gonfoye varieties live in lower-lying areas. 

On the plateau the rainy season typically lasts from the end of April until early October, with a six-
month dry season in between. Sorghum and okra are staple foods for most Berta, and despite the long 
dry period the land is often regarded as fertile. Access to wells and clean drinking water make habitation 
feasible during arid times. Road travel amid the Benishangul-Gumuz region has improved in recent years 
but remains limited; many of the more remote villages are accessible only by walking trails. A 
government-initiated resettlement campaign began in 2011, designed to draw many of the remote 
inhabitants closer to existing infrastructure like roads, health clinics, and power supply. This relocation 
may have a homogenizing effect on the Berta speech varieties and ought to be observed and 
documented. 

The Metehara community, which does not feature prominently in this survey, is located outside of 
the Benishangul-Gumuz region, in the Shoa Zone of the Oromiya Region. This displaced community lives 
nearly 1,000 kilometers east of Asosa, north of the small town of Awash (past Nazareth on the road 
towards Harar), about 50 kilometers east of the town of Metehara from which they get their name. 
Socio-linguistic opinion of those residents in Asosa suggests that this group speaks a closely related 
dialect of Maiyu, and the lexical similarity percentages confirm this. Our language assistant from this 
area asserts that many of the male Metehara Berta population have traveled to Asosa and maintain 
networks there. Those of them who are multi-lingual tend to speak Afar, Amharic, Oromo, and Arabic to 
varying degrees. Little is known about their material culture and how it compares to the Berta living in 
western Ethiopia, but the large distance from their indigenous land as well as frequent contact with the 
Afar people in that region have likely impacted their culture. 

The second group that was not featured in the original 2011 survey is thought to be a closely 
related dialect to Beleje Gonfoye. This group, referred to as Wabosh, lives in and around the small town 
of Daleti, located in the Benishangul-Gumuz region some 43 kilometers north of Mendi. We traveled to 
this region in March 2013 and were able to elicit a larger 665-word sample at that time. Speaker 
intuition suggests that this variety is closest to Beleje Gonfoye, and the relatively high cognate count also 
suggests close similarity. These statistics are rather curious, since there is a distance of about 200 
kilometers separating the two communities. Most likely, those residents in Beleje Gonfoye were displaced 
(during an era when slave raiding was common) from the Wabosh community, but have had little 
contact with them since. More comparative analysis is needed, but a preliminary assessment suggests 
that the Wabosh’s contact with the Maiyu speech variety has affected a change in their own dialect. The 
Beleje Gonfoye, therefore, are likely speakers of the most conservative Berta variety known today. All six 
communities are included in the map below, showing approximate distribution for each clan. (The map 
was created by the author.) 
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Map 1. Approximate location for six Berta communities in Ethiopia 

 

1.1.2 Ethnicity and material culture 

The ethnic relatedness of the various Berta communities is undeniably a unifying factor. Each of the 
areas surveyed identified themselves as “Berta”; however, among certain members of the Maiyu variety, 
a preference for the name “Benishangul” emerged. Additionally, the material culture of the Maiyu, 
Fadashi and Undulu is very similar. Each group eats a porridge made of sorghum, topped with an okra-
based sauce. Houses are made of interwoven bamboo and covered with grass roofs. Women typically 
wear a colorful dress (“atop”) indigenous of Sudan, which wraps around the waist and chest and then is 
draped over the head. Men from these regions typically wear either Sudanese-style “jalabiya” or more 
western clothing (pants and a shirt), but it is typical for all men to wear the Sudanese clothing on 
Fridays when attending mosque. Facial scarring can be observed among the older members (men and 
women) in each of the three communities listed, but this practice has been discouraged and is rarely 
seen among people less than 25 years old. 

The Wabosh and Beleje Gonfoye are exceptional and seem to have limited shared material culture 
with the other communities. Their food, housing and clothing are different from the others; however, the 
practice of facial scarring and their ethnic identity are shared. Based on interaction and dialogue within 
those areas, it appears that a difference in religion is the primary reason for certain nuances in material 
culture. Additionally, there is virtually no contact between the Beleje Gonfoye and other Berta. 

1.1.3 Economy and commerce 

The Berta of Ethiopia, consistent with the national average, are predominately agriculturalists. The cycle 
of planting, harvesting and preparing food dominates the daily activities for both men and women. In 
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addition to sustenance farming, many of the men who reside near the Sudanese border engage in cross-
border trading to supplement their income. This frequent expedition adds to the already high position 
that Arabic holds in the average Berta home. Various craftsmen like shoemakers, metal workers, 
furniture makers, and tailors also exist, but such jobs are often specialized among just a few. In addition 
to selling excess fruit and vegetables, the transport and sale of bamboo is another means by which many 
Berta households acquire cash. Some women are skilled at embroidery, a commodity which can be sold 
in the market place. With these financial options and others to choose from, a relatively low number of 
Berta have prioritized higher education, although there are some who graduate from high school or 
college and work at office jobs. 

1.1.4 Education 

The Benishangul-Gumuz region is one of two areas in Ethiopia which currently feature mother-tongue 
education among minority groups. Due to exceptionally low classroom statistics, seven minority 
languages in that area have been identified and targeted for educational reform. Since 2007, SIL in 
Ethiopia has partnered with the Ethiopian government on federal and regional levels to develop working 
orthographies for these seven languages and to see educational materials created and used in the public 
school system. According to the strategy, children are to be taught in their mother tongues from grades 1 
to 4 and groomed for a transition into Amharic beginning in grade 5. This technique, known as 
“bridging,” happens again in grade 9 when students transition from learning in Amharic to English, the 
national language of higher education. 

On average, Berta boys receive more education than Berta girls. Young marital ages as well as 
household expectations are two of the primary contributors to the low statistics for females. 

1.2 Linguistic background 

1.2.1 Language development 

Language development among the Berta is still in the early stages, although a significant milestone 
occurred in 2007 when an orthography became standardized. Currently only a small percentage of Berta 
children are able to read and write their language, and materials outside the educational domain remain 
very limited. Nevertheless, sentiments towards mother-tongue education for many Berta is either neutral 
or positive, and so the potential for improving the situation remains ripe. Berta children of all speech 
communities surveyed are speaking their language in the home, and language attitudes appear to be 
positive across the board. 

Adult literacy has been slow to catch on, and apart from a handful of teachers who have been with 
the language development program for years, there are few Berta adults who are able to read and write 
their own language. If the mother-tongue educational efforts are eventually embraced and realized at 
their full potential, then a new generation of able learners can maximize language development efforts 
and truly blossom, yielding exponential results. 

Non-print media is limited but can at least be found in the form of songs. Cassette tapes of Berta 
(Maiyu) singers can be purchased in the Asosa marketplace, and these along with other musical genres 
are sometimes played in the home. With the increasing availability of network infrastructure, cell phone 
use is spreading rapidly among the Berta. Many youth who own mobile phones have recordings of local 
songs stored in their phones’ memory. There are no radio or television programs known to exist in the 
Berta language. 

1.2.2 On literature and linguistic variation 

Comparative research on contemporary Berta dialects is limited, although there are numerous 
publications available which record samples from different geographical regions. By and large, linguisic 
literature seldom raises suspicions about the possibility of there being multiple Berta languages, and the 
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vast majority of the contemporary data corpus stems from the Maiyu dialect. Some of the oldest 
publications relating to Berta date back nearly 200 years, but most of these older sources contain only 
wordlists, although a few include anthropological observations too. In this regard, Alessandro Triulzi 
(1981) enhanced the corpus with an anthropological study of the Berta, including hypotheses of their 
historical migration. His primary work, Salt, Gold and Legitimacy (1981) remains invaluable to the 
anthropological research in the borderlands of Ethiopia and Sudan, but is only partially relevant to the 
reconstructive linguistic efforts of languages in that area. 

Bender, Triulzi, and Dafallah (1976) present a brief synopsis of those historical works especially 
useful for linguistic reconstruction (namely those which contain wordlists). Since that publication, more 
recent sources which treat Berta grammar and phonology have become available. Cerulli (1947) is the 
first source to juxtapose multiple Berta dialects; some of his data is also included in Bender’s (1989) 
Berta Lexicon. In the latter half of the twentieth century more sources expounding upon Berta typology 
began to surface. 

In recent decades, M. Lionel Bender and Torben Andersen have been the primary contributors to the 
Berta linguistic corpus, each adding significantly to our understanding of the grammatical and 
phonological structures of Berta. As a result of lexical variation between his data and Andersen’s (1993), 
Bender wrote that “Berta is a language badly in need of a dialect survey” (1997:191). More than any of 
his predecessors, Andersen (1993a, 1993b, 1995) has focused on the grammatical and phonological 
features arising in Berta. His scholarship is particularly valuable since his work offers one of the few 
studies available from a Sudanese Berta dialect. 

Bender (1996) and Ehret (2001) offer two very different theories for the genetic placement of Berta. 
This paper does not go into the specifics of each theory; however, it is notable that both scholars have 
approached Berta studies from different angles. Bender is an Africanist who truly cast his nets wide, 
writing extensively on many languages found in the Horn of Africa and elsewhere. As a result of his wide 
scope, his dealings with the Berta speech community were often only superficial, although he was keen 
to leave behind valuable records of his findings. Bender readily admits the cursory nature of much of his 
studies on Berta, but was discerning enough to see the value of even such work, considering that Berta is 
one of “many neglected languages” within the Nilo-Saharan phylum (Bender 1989:271). Ehret has not 
written specifically on Berta, but has only come so close to Berta as what would aid his work in Nilo-
Saharan reconstruction. Ehret’s (2001) theory has come under some critique (cf. Blench 2000), but both 
his and Bender’s (1996) theories remain valuable in their own right. Both Bender’s and Ehret’s trees of 
Nilo-Saharan are provided in figures 1 and 2 below. 
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Figure 1: Bender’s (1996) Nilo-Saharan Reconstruction 
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Figure 2: Ehret’s (2001) Nilo-Saharan reconstruction 

2 Purpose of current field study 

The primary purpose of this survey was to determine whether or not the literature created for the Berta 
mother-tongue education program is extensible to all Berta speech communities. As stated before, when 
this educational model was first launched in 2007, the Maiyu speech variety had already been selected 
for standardization. When the program first started, six of the seven pilot schools were located in Maiyu 
speaking areas but just one in a Fadashi speaking region. Internal reports originating from this non-
Maiyu area suggested that cross-dialect intelligibility may be limited, so the Ethiopian Bureau of 
Education together with the Ministry of Culture commissioned an investigation into the speech 
variations among the Berta community. 

A secondary aim of this survey was to document some of the similarities and differences found 
among the Berta community. Contemporary literature seldom mentions the existence of linguistic 
variation despite the fact that the comparative record of historical wordlists points towards potentially 
significant lexical differences. This survey scans the linguistic landscape to see whether or not there are 
grounds for considering “Berta” to be a homogenous language group with multiple dialects or as 
multiple languages amid one ethnic group. Additionally, it is the researchers’ hope that this data will 
pique the interest of others to conduct a more thorough documentation initiative. We believe that time 
for this is running out in certain Berta areas; based on interactions with elders in Undulu, it appears that 
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this unique speech variety is undergoing significant language shift, with the younger generation adopting 
language forms much closer to Fadashi and Maiyu than the generations before. 

The pervasive influence of Sudanese Arabic [apd] (henceforth “Arabic”) on the Maiyu speech 
variety is one of its defining characteristics. Being selected for standardization undoubtedly accelerates 
the encroachment of this LWC among other Berta communities like the Undulu and Fadashi. Notably, 
other speech varieties are less keen than Maiyu to borrow extensively from Arabic. Although Arabic is a 
prestigious language for both the Fadashi and the Undulu, these communities are more conservative and 
therefore retain vernacular vocabulary in some cases where Maiyu no longer does. Beleje Gonfoye, on 
the other hand, has had no historical contact with Arabic and is therefore quite excluded from the 
standardized variety which likely contains about 15–20% Arabic loan words. 

To determine the levels and impact of linguistic variation, three different tests were conducted to 
assess a range of variables. First, a short wordlist of 200 words was collected from each dialect 
community. A subsequent wordlist of 650+ words was added in 2013 from the Wabosh and Maiyu-
speaking communities, and a 350-word sample was taken from Metehara. Attesting the similarities 
between the communities surveyed, this test revealed regular sound correspondences which patterned 
consistently across lects (for a more detailed report of the sound correspondences see Section 4.1). 
Conversely, this list generated an unexpectedly high count of non-cognate words, revealing some of the 
lexical variation which exists between the various communities surveyed. Further investigation, which 
includes an expanded data corpus, is required before determining whether or not the community 
referred to as “Beleje Gonfoye” in the dictionary is better classified as a different (but related) language, 
and not merely a dialect. Furthermore, tone was not explored deeply in this survey, but due to known 
lexical and grammatical loads within Maiyu, it remains an essential topic for further research. 

The second test that was done was a Recorded Text Test (RTT). This is designed to test intelligibility 
across language communities. Detailed results of this test appear below in Section 4.2. Finally, the third 
test that was administered was a list of translated sentences specifically designed to examine varying 
grammatical constructions. To elicit this information, we needed to find bilingual speakers who were 
fluent in Amharic and their own dialect. The level of Amharic was quite high in Maiyu and Beleje 
Gonfoye, but people struggled with Amharic in Undulu and Fadashi speaking regions. For this reason, 
this third test is incomplete in both the Fadashi and Undulu varieties. Furthermore, this test is 
legitimately suspect since it is based on the speaker’s ability to appropriately translate from one language 
to another, and may therefore not be a reliable reflection of natural speech. 

2.1 Research questions 

There was only one primary research question developed for this survey which is based upon the goals 
listed above. This question is as follows: 

R1. Based on cross-dialect intelligibility levels, is literature written in the Maiyu speech variety 
extensible within other Berta communities? 

Other secondary questions arise from such research. Following are other notable research questions 
which stem naturally from the primary question: 

R2. What are the attitudes of Maiyu speakers towards other Berta speech varieties? 
R3. What are the attitudes of non-Maiyu speakers towards the standardized Maiyu speech form? 
R4. To what extent do the phonetic and syntactic forms of the different speech varieties vary from 

one another (this tests for lexical similarity and grammatical variation)? 
R5. What are some identifiably typological, areal, and genetic similarities between speech 

varieties? 

2.2 Concepts and indicators 

The primary research question (R1) relates specifically to the concept of understanding or intelligibility 
of a language variety. The most significant indicator for this concept will be the score from the Recorded 
Text Test (RTT), which is taken to be an adequate reflection of intelligibility at least for the minimal 
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excerpt of a speech variety that each recorded text reflects. In the case of this survey, the implementation 
of the RTT was not optimal, and so the scores recorded within each target variety are to be understood 
and interpreted relative to those scores assessed within the reference variety. In general, the RTT has 
come under a certain level of scrutiny since it is only an adequate reflection of the intelligibility of one 
particular text and not an entire language or dialect. Nevertheless, it is assumed here that the level of 
intelligibility defined by these RTT scores corresponds similarly enough to all such potential texts. For 
further details regarding the creation and implementation of this instrument, consult section 3.2.2. 

Research questions R2 and R3 relate to language attitudes and the opinions held by one speech 
community towards another. Participant observation and informal interviews with each RTT participant 
will be the primary instruments used to assess such concepts. There was no sociolinguistic questionnaire 
administered during this survey; however, the names, ages, gender and education of each participant 
were recorded. 

Finally, research questions R4 and R5 pertain to the concept of linguistic similarity of lexemes, 
phrases, sentences, and a limited amount of observable discourse features. Recording and transcribing 
the speech elicited by members of each community provides an adequate indication of that area’s speech 
style. To ensure the integrity of the data collected, no wordlists, grammatical sentences, or recorded texts 
were compiled with less than three members of that speech community present. Additionally, each 
participant present was required to provide a story which could potentially be used for the RTT. After 
assembling a minimum of three (in some cases four) stories, the people themselves selected the most 
optimal story which was deemed a good story and thought to best reflect their own speech variety. 

Like the wordlists, the translation of the grammatical sentences was discussed and confirmed by the 
consensus of those present to be indicative of that area’s speech. The data recorded for the wordlists and 
grammatical sentences provide a cursory assessment of the similarities and differences between each 
speech area. This corpus was recorded using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), but further 
analysis is required to determine the phonemic inventories of each dialect. Tone was not explored for 
this survey; however, it will be a mandatory area of research to any language development project. 

3 Methodology 

The methodology for this survey was based primarily on the understanding of the linguistic situation 
presented in section 1. There were multiple objectives, and thus a range of tests was administered in an 
attempt to glean a more holistic understanding of the linguistic variation existing among the Berta 
people. In the case of both the wordlist and the grammatical sentences, these samples do not follow the 
design or structure of any standardized survey material. Both of these tests were based on first-hand 
knowledge of the Maiyu speech variety and intend to observe similar or disparate patterns existing 
within the Berta community. We began this survey by preparing the research instruments, deciding 
which words to collect for the wordlist as well as which grammatical constructions to juxtapose. Each of 
these materials was translated into both English and Amharic, and a digital spreadsheet was developed 
for easy comparison of data. 

The second step in this survey was to collect audio recordings of a short story from each of the four 
primary speech communities surveyed: Maiyu, Fadashi, Undulu, and Beleje Gonfoye. These recordings 
were acquired during the same visit that the wordlist and grammatical sentences were acquired and 
transcribed into IPA. Preparation for the RTT took a significant amount of time (many hours for each 
test, working together with a language assistant), and this work was done off-site. Each RTT recording 
selected for use was transcribed into IPA and roughly translated into English. A. T. A., a Maiyu speaker 
who was a part of each survey trip with the exception of Beleje Gonfoye, was of invaluable aid to the 
transcription and interpretation of the recorded stories. He also helped in the development of the 
questions which were inserted into the audio test. 

At this point, several disclaimers about jeopardizing factors to the RTT results are necessary. First, 
with the exception of the Maiyu text, the RTT was not transcribed or interpreted by a native speaker 
from within that speech variety. Despite this, the stories and the questions formulated were coherent, 
and even more importantly there were no questions which were not answered correctly by mother-
tongue speakers (a good indication of their sensibility and correct interpretation). The second disclaimer, 
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and more notable than the first, regards the placement of the questions inserted into the RTT. In rather 
unorthodox praxis, back-to-back questions were inserted into longer sections of recorded texts. As a 
result, listeners were required to temporarily retain more information than is typically common for an 
RTT, which explains the decreased average score for both mother-tongue speakers and non-mother-
tongue speakers. The figures presented for both target and recipient audiences are atypically low; 
however, they arguably provide a reliable relative reflection of intelligibility among Berta groups. The 
intelligibility results are consistent with other tests like sociolinguistic observation and lexical similarity 
percentages. For a more in-depth treatment of how the results may correspond to the structure of each 
test, please consult section 4.2 and its sub-sections. 

3.1 Selection of data points 

Before any testing could be done, it was first imperative to choose which reference varieties should be 
included in this study. As mentioned in the abstract, these specific speech communities were selected 
based on previous reports compiled by varying sources. First, in addition to a number of other varieties 
spoken in Sudan, Bender (1989) is the first to identify all four of the communities surveyed here. He uses 
primarily his own data, but the data from the Beleje Gonfoye community is borrowed from Fleming 
(1960 and 1974) who notably refers to the community as “Gebeto.” These four groups, Maiyu, Fadashi, 
Undulu, and Beleje Gonfoye, were also selected as data sources for the Berta-Amharic-English Dictionary 
(SIL 2007). Since the publication of the dictionary happened in conjunction with the same 
commissioning institution as the survey (the Ethiopian Bureau of Education), these four groups were 
deemed most appropriate for the investigation of literature extensibility. After the primary survey was 
conducted, more information regarding the presence of two more groups emerged, namely the Wabosh 
and the Metehara. Wordlists were collected from these two communities, but the RTT and the sentence 
repetition tests were not conducted in these areas. 

Local opinion determined which specific towns or villages were selected for sampling. Most Maiyu 
speakers propose that there is near linguistic homogeneity within the large region which makes up much 
of the Asosa Zone, so the participants were selected from the two primary towns therein: Asosa and 
Menge. Bambassi is the undisputed center of the Fadashi area, and so we sampled from both the town of 
Bambassi and a peripheral village 15 kilometers north of the town. The precise parameters of the 
Fadashi area are unclear, however, Fadashi speakers are known to extend as far south as Begi, and 
nearly as far east as the town of Mendi. Speakers of the Undulu variety live in a rural town called 
Undulu located about 70 kilometers northeast of Asosa. The homogeneity of this town is questionable; 
there appears to be a sizable number of non-Undulu speaking Berta living or working there who are not 
originally from that area. Subsequently, selecting only those speakers who grew up speaking Undulu was 
not easy, as many people were eager to partake in the survey and may have fabricated their birth-ties to 
that region. Notes collected via participant observation suggest a further complication, namely that there 
is extensive language shift occurring among the Undulu population. 

The last community, the Beleje Gonfoye, are geographically isolated from the other Berta, residing 
in a peninsular region of Benishangul-Gumuz in the Didessa Valley. Those surveyed reside in a town 
called Fwafwate, located about 25 kilometers northwest of the town of Arjo. Here there are several 
hundred (perhaps as many as 1,000) Berta who speak the variety known as Gebeto or Beleje Gonfoye. 
They have had very limited contact with other Berta in recent years and the linguistic record attests 
long-term separation. 

A word regarding those communities not included in this survey is warranted. Shuru and Bake are 
two Berta dialects listed in the Ethnologue neither of which were incorporated into this study. Despite 
research and personal contacts within the Maiyu community we were unable to pinpoint any probable 
locations for where these dialects are spoken. It is likely that these designations have variant names. 
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3.2 Survey instruments 

3.2.1 Wordlists 

3.2.1.1 Selection and creation 

A wordlist was chosen as an appropriate tool for answering research questions R4 and R5. While the 
Complete African Word List (CAWR) or the Swadesh list would have provided ideal templates for 
elicitation, an abbreviated wordlist containing just over 200 words was used, since it was presumed to 
meet the specific needs of this survey and also not require a lot of time to elicit. Notably, the wordlist 
used for this survey is not standardized, but was assembled specifically for Berta varieties to test some of 
the lexemes which were suspected to be either variant or stable throughout the speech area. 
Additionally, this wordlist was constructed to test the distribution of known Berta lexical variation. 

A larger sample of 665 words was elicited during the secondary survey from the Wabosh 
community.1 The Maiyu wordlist was also expanded to match this Wabosh wordlist, but the Metehara 
sample is not as complete. Because the language assistant for the Metehara wordlist had significant time 
constraints, just 350 words were elicited from that region. These larger samples are particularly useful 
for historical reconstruction, since many of the lexemes therein can also be found in some of the older 
historical wordlists, dating back as far as 200 years. In the case of both the abbreviated (200 words) and 
the expanded wordlists (350–665), the lexical percentages generated from each are believed to be 
credible. Comparing the expanded sample with the abbreviated one yielded minimal variation of just 5% 
for both Wabosh and Metehara as against Maiyu. A larger sample from a more standard wordlist would 
undoubtedly be a useful addition to the Berta dialect corpus; however, the present wordlist is functional 
for the rapid appraisal technique of this survey. 

Elicitations were transcribed using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), and samples were 
recorded from each dialect. Tone was marked where certain; however, tone marking as well as the 
feature ATR of the vowels ought to be proofread and adjusted by an independent source. Before 
administering the wordlist test, we did not pilot test the wordlist probes; however, prior knowledge of 
the Maiyu dialect aided the identification of source/target language-related problems. 

3.2.1.2 Data sources 

For each of the data points selected, a team of three individuals was selected for work. In order to 
qualify for participation in this survey, a participant was first screened to ensure that he/she had grown 
up in that area and was a mother-tongue speaker of the variety surveyed. Due to the nomadic lifestyle of 
many Berta men, finding participants with limited exposure to other dialects proved to be very difficult, 
and so this requirement was waved for all volunteers. Multi-lingual participants who knew Amharic 
and/or Arabic were ideal, and all volunteers were required to be able to speak clearly without mumbling 
or hindrance. In order to observe lexical shift across generational boundaries, a team would ideally 
include two people between the age of 25 and 45, and one older member whose age was 50+. In the 
case of Undulu, the younger participants frequently defaulted to the wisdom of their elder, and so the 
wordlist collected there is not believed to reflect the contemporary speech style of a younger generation. 
Indeed, the survey results suggest that the Undulu variety has undergone extensive shift in recent 
decades, which is a probable conclusion to the low hometown test scores generated from that region. 

                                                  
1 This wordlist was compiled by the author to best fascilitate historical comparison. As a minimum standard, all of 
the lexemes contained in this wordlist have at least two comparative historical sources which elicited the same 
word. 
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3.2.1.3 Procedures 

Once selected for involvement, participants were given an explanation of the survey and asked to either 
sign or provide oral consent to the stipulations of the survey, allowing for the findings of the test to be 
legally distributable. The consent forms used were the standard issue of SIL Ethiopia; an English version 
can be viewed in Appendix E. 

Following consent, elicitation of the wordlist began. Elicitation typically consisted of a member of 
the survey team reading aloud a word in Amharic, and the selected committee supplying the appropriate 
Berta vernacular correlate. This typically involved a discussion; however, in cases where the word was 
easily elicited, no discussion ensued. Furthermore, in cases where the word was unclear or when the 
researcher was able to discern an inaccurate response, the Amharic word was used in a sentence and 
discussion was encouraged, making room for clarifying questions. Nate Bremer was the transcriber for all 
of the wordlists, and Gunnhild Bremer was responsible for operating the voice recorder. Elicitations were 
typed on a computer into an Excel file, and tone was included in cases where the researcher was sure. In 
more obscure cases where tone was not immediately discernible, it was either added later or not added 
at all. The level of Amharic among the Fadashi and Beleje Gonfoye participants was sufficient to use an 
Amharic-based source list; however, A. T. A. was required to supply Arabic equivalents for much of the 
Undulu elicitation. His service in this regard was invaluable. Lastly, all participants in the wordlist test 
were compensated financially for their participation. 

3.2.2 Recorded Text Tests 

3.2.2.1 Selection and creation 

To further examine the primary research question (R1), as well as aiding in our understanding of the 
typological similarities and differences between sampled varieties (R5), a Recorded Text Test (RTT) was 
used. The general structure for this test was based on Casad 1974; however, sensitivities regarding the 
details of implementation were unfortunately not applied and the results are therefore not optimal. More 
about the caution needed for interpreting the results can be found in Section 3.2.2.3. 

The stories used for each of the RTTs were provided by the wordlist participants. In each case, for 
Maiyu, Fadashi, Undulu, and Beleje Gonfoye, one story was provided by each of the three participants 
present, totaling three stories from each speech community. Participants were instructed to tell a 
personal story that was approximately three minutes long, which other community members would 
likely not be aware of. Each participant’s story was recorded using a voice recorder. Just as with the 
wordlist recordings, these were done in locations which were as ideal as possible for minimizing 
extraneous background noise. In each case once the stories had been told, the three participants were 
asked to pick just one of those stories which they felt represented their speech variety well. In the case of 
all four communities surveyed, these decisions were unanimous. 

Rather unconventionally, these stories were not transcribed on site, but were rather examined and 
transcribed later with the help of A. T. A., a mother-tongue Maiyu speaker. Despite not being transcribed 
with the original storyteller, the transcriptions are believed to be reliable and the questions well-formed. 
Based on the written form and translation for each recorded text, ten comprehension questions were then 
developed. These questions were digitally inserted into the original digital file using the audio editing 
program Audacity. Furthermore, the inserted questions were rerecorded in each of the four speech 
varieties surveyed to ensure their comprehension by the local community. Notably, since the 
transcription and translation of these stories occurred off-site, there was no pilot testing conducted at the 
location it was originally recorded in. This, as well as a large information load, resulted in lower-than-
average statistics. Using the scores from each speech community as a baseline allows for a relative 
comparison of intelligibility. 
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3.2.2.2 Data sources 

All testing for this survey was permitted by government officials. Letters from the region and the zone 
were presented to “woreda” officials in each area surveyed, and local “kebele” officials were also made 
aware of this research. Recorded Text Testing was conducted in villages within each speech area and was 
done in an outside location, often in the cover of shade. Since open work tends to draw many curious 
onlookers, locals helped to ensure that the test-taker was undisturbed throughout the testing process. 
The ideal RTT participant was between 15 and 50 years old, someone who grew up in the area surveyed, 
and who could follow the basic instructions of the test. Participants unable to provide correct answers to 
the practice test were thanked for their time and dismissed before completing the test. A 50/50 sample 
of men and women was ideal; however, procuring female participants proved to be a very difficult task 
in many areas. As a result, female intelligibility remains a large gap in this research. Additionally, we 
surveyed a number of Maiyu children between the age of 10 and 15 to see how numbers compared. 
Overall, their scores were lower than adults surveyed. 

3.2.2.3 Procedures 

Once a participant was selected for the RTT, they were isolated from any distractions and were provided 
a chair away from the earshot of others, sitting together only with the researcher and the test-scorer. 
Participants were then instructed about the test they were about to take and asked questions designed to 
screen out those who had not grown up in the area. In addition to questions of origins, participants were 
asked their name, age, and years of schooling. Once approved for testing, they listened to a description 
of the test which had been pre-recorded by a member of their speech community. Following this 
introduction, the participant was prompted to ask any questions which were in turn answered. 

Those participants who were not eliminated up to this point began the test. Each RTT participant 
was given a practice test consisting of five questions. The practice test, like the introduction, was 
recorded beforehand in the speech variety of the community surveyed (to ensure comprehension). Those 
participants who had no trouble with the practice test were then able to begin the actual test, but those 
who struggled with the format were thanked for their time and dismissed. Of the 40 people tested, only 
two elderly people had to be eliminated because they were unable to accurately complete the practice 
test. 

As a procedural principle, the first of four RTTs was always the participant’s own variety. Each 
participant listened to the RTT via headphones. Although the researchers did not have their own set of 
headphones, their physical proximity was close enough to each participant to hear when the inserted 
questions were played, and they were therefore able to manually stop the playback for each response. 
Testing was done with two researchers to expedite the process. When present, Gunnhild Bremer and  
A. T. A. tested together, with Gunnhild operating the equipment and A. T. A. responsible for scoring. In 
each location, Nate Bremer tested alone, and was responsible for both scoring and operating the 
recordings. 

Answers were scored in three different ways: fully correct (1), partially correct (. 5) or incorrect (0). 
Partially correct answers were scored at the discretion of the researcher and a partially correct score was 
used for those cases when a test taker was able to answer only a portion of the question’s content. When 
answers were either vague or incomplete, a follow-up question was posed to the test taker who had 
provided the half-answer. If after being asked a clarifying question the participant was able to answer 
correctly, he/she was awarded full points. If their follow-up answer did not elicit a response which 
suggested full comprehension, then he/she was awarded a score of 0.5. Those original answers which 
were vague and then elicited an incorrect follow-up answer were awarded no points. 

A minimum of eight people were sampled from each language variety, and due to multiple research 
teams we were able to test most locations in just one day. Checking in with governmental authorities, as 
well as preparing the questions and practice test were done in the mornings upon arrival at each 
location. Testing often began in the late mornings and extended into mid-afternoon, but we were able to 
return to Asosa by nightfall for the Maiyu, Fadash,i and Undulu surveys. Due to the long distance of the 
Beleje Gonfoye survey, one night was spent in the village of Fwafwate where the survey was conducted. 
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Participants were instructed not to discuss RTT answers with each other before testing was complete, 
since this could skew results. No evidence exists which suggests that this charge was violated by any 
participants. 

3.2.2.4 Notes of caution 

A number of factors combined to yield lower test scores than is normal for an RTT. First, the RTT text 
was not prepared on-site with any of the local people who provided the story, but rather it was prepared 
in Asosa with the help of A. T. A., a mother-tongue Maiyu speaker. His assessment of each recorded text 
is believed to be reliable, but there were notably parts of each story that he struggled with, especially for 
Undulu and Beleje Gonfoye. He had personally been present for the recording of the Undulu text, and so 
context and exposure to Undulu aided his comprehension. Beleje Gonfoye was a difficult text for him to 
translate, and he often needed to re-listen to individual sentences many times in order to comprehend 
and discern the intended message. 

Another procedure which was unorthodox for an RTT survey was that we placed embedded 
questions back-to-back in the stories. That is to say, listeners were required to retain more information 
for longer periods than is usual for an RTT, and this is thought to explain why all the test stores are 
lower than normal. We did not require a perfect test score from the areas we tested, and so the scores 
from other areas need to be examined relative to the hometown score. Notably, despite the unorthodox 
administration of this test, the results are believed to adequately reflect the linguistic landscape of those 
areas surveyed. The phonological structures of many of these speech varieties are quite different, and so 
intelligibility levels can be expected to vary. 

Finally, some RTTs are designed to allow the participants to hear the story through once before 
taking the actual test. Doing so allows the participant to overcome initial difficulties and make a more 
accurate response to the questions. In this survey, participants were not given the opportunity to first 
listen to the story without questions, but were rather given just one opportunity to hear the story with 
the inserted questions concurrently. This, combined with the other cautionary points listed above, 
resulted in lower-than-normal test scores. 

3.2 2.5 Analysis 

Once all of the scores were tabulated, averages were compiled for each of the speech communities 
surveyed. Two different averages are provided for this RTT. First, the raw score, as is typically calculated 
(correct answers over total questions) is given. This calculation shows the average correct scores for each 
speech community, but due to the nuances of this test it is not believed to be the most reliable figure 
pointing to overall intelligibility between varieties. In an effort to adjust for the less-than-perfect 
hometown reference variety scores, a second score is given which shows each community’s scores 
relative to the average hometown score of each variety. Treating the average hometown story score as 
the “perfect” score amends some of the factors which lowered the scores. Doing so boosts the scores for 
each variety and is therefore meant to be understood only in relation to the unadjusted score. Because of 
the unorthodox test procedures (only hearing the recorded text once instead of twice, successive 
questions, etc.) these adjusted scores are believed to more accurately reflect the level of comprehension 
of the groups tested. 

Generating a quantitative score for a recorded story is not without its pitfalls. Indeed, the RTT has 
come under scrutiny; however, it has largely survived critique when appeals are made to view the results 
in conjunction with other tests and observations. When interpreted as a part of a whole, it is widely 
believed to offer a reliable assessment of intelligibility. Pinpointing why some texts are “harder” to 
understand than others is not always easy; however, certain factors which transcend grammatical and 
phonological variations are notable. Things like recording quality, topic of the story, rate of speech, and 
the quality of questions all combine to affect the difficulty or ease of each test. Of course, transcending 
each of those factors is the ability of each participant to discern the lexical and grammatical nuances of 
each speech variety. It is primarily this last factor that the RTT seeks to test, but any figure generated in 
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this regard must be coupled with other socio-linguistic observations. For more information on the non-
comparability of different recorded texts, see Casad 1974:90. 

Additionally each individual speaker’s personal exposure to each variety will greatly impact his/her 
test scores. A distinction is often made between inherent intelligibility and acquired intelligibility. This 
particular survey did not screen out such participants, since its primary aim (R1) was to test for 
extensibility of Maiyu literature to other speech communities. For this reason, those members of the 
community which had previously had exposure to the Maiyu variety were equally as valuable as those 
who had not and were therefore not barred from participating in the survey. Their inclusion in this 
survey is thought to provide a more accurate assessment of the community’s average comprehension of a 
given Berta variety, rather than only those individuals who have not travelled outside of their own 
variety’s area. Notably, most older Fadashi and Undulu speakers have had extensive exposure to Maiyu, 
but not necessarily vice versa. Furthermore, none of the Beleje Gonfoye speakers had exposure to any of 
the other varieties tested, and so their results present a pure reflection of inherent intelligibility levels. 

3.2.3 Grammatical and syntactic sentences 

3.2.3.1 Selection and creation 

To test for variation between the phonetic, phonological, grammatical, and syntactic structures of each 
speech variety surveyed, a sample of 40 sentences was constructed. These sentences were first framed in 
English and then translated into Amharic and were specifically designed to examine the distribution of 
known Maiyu structures in the larger speech area. The framework for this test was loosely based on 
Casad’s (1974:98) own survey among the Yawa. The sentences were intended to test for a wide range of 
grammatical features, juxtaposing things like transitivity, tense/aspect marking, prepositions, relative 
clauses, verbal compounding, demonstratives, possessives, conditionals, passives, imperatives, 
interrogatives, and negatives. Due to low levels of Amharic in the Undulu and Fadashi varieties, the 
sentence test remains incomplete. 

3.2.3.2 Data sources 

The same people who provided the wordlist items likewise provided the oral translation of these 
sentences. In all cases, there was a committee of three people, one of whom was older (50+) and two of 
whom were of a median age (25–40). These participants had previously given consent before the 
elicitation of the wordlist, so no further consent was needed for this sentence survey. 

3.2.3.3 Procedures 

For each location, immediately following the completion of the wordlist, participants were allowed a 30 
minute break for tea or coffee. Once we reconvened, the committee was told an Amharic sentence and 
asked to translate it. Often a spokesman would give an initial answer and the other two participants 
would discuss and refine it. Once the committee was satisfied with their answer, they would repeat it 
three times for recording. Recordings were done by Gunnhild Bremer and transcribed by Nate Bremer. 
This procedure was followed for each sentence; however, in the case of both Undulu and Fadashi, the 
level of Amharic was lacking. Rather than compromise a controlled component of the test by providing 
translation of the sentence in another language (Maiyu-Berta or Arabic), we chose to merely leave the 
sentence blank and the test therefore incomplete. As a result, the sentences that are recorded are 
believed to closely reflect the same grammatical features of the source sentence (Amharic). Once we left 
the survey location, Nate and A. T. A. reexamined the recorded sentences and the transcriptions, and 
looked for variations and/or mistakes in the elicitations. These observations are preserved as footnotes in 
Appendix K. 
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3.2.3.4 Analysis 

Analysis of the sentence test is more qualitative than quantitative. Reservations about the reliability of 
the results are warranted, since the test is based upon translated materials and is therefore not 
necessarily reflective of “natural” speech. Although undertaken in this survey, comparisons can be made 
with each of the RTT stories to either confirm or disprove the syntactic and grammatical constructions 
found in the sentence elicitation. Additionally, the phonetic and phonological structures of the sentence 
test’s contents can be compared with the wordlist. This test should therefore not be viewed in isolation, 
but rather in conjunction with other samples. 

3.3 Research ethics 

In order to participate in this survey, limited but notable personal information was required for 
screening. Additionally, many participants divulged potentially sensitive information about their 
language and their attitudes towards other varieties within the language area. By signing or providing 
oral consent for the consent form, a binding contract was struck between the participants and the 
researcher; protecting the rights of these participants as well as the preservation of their intellectual 
property is of utmost importance. The information collected in the forms of wordlists, sentences, and 
RTTs, as well as notes taken as participant observers and notes about language attitudes all require 
sensitivity. Any information able to personally identify a participant in this survey has been removed 
from this publication. Beginning each survey by reading the informed consent, participants were 
instructed on their rights and on the parameters of use their information would have. Due to low 
Amharic comprehension, the consent document was orally translated into Berta (Maiyu) by A. T. A. for 
both the Undulu and Fadashi surveys. Participants were allowed to leave or quit the survey at any time 
and still receive appropriate financial compensation for their involvement. The recordings made for this 
survey have been archived and stored digitally, and are not to be used for financial profit. 

4 Results and interpretation 

An exclusive quantitative assessment of this survey would be an insufficient indicator of the research 
questions asked. Rather, the numerical results generated from the RTT scores and from lexicostatistics 
must be balanced with sociolinguistic perceptions of relatedness. Additionally, the interpretation of each 
survey method is most reliable when examined as a part of the whole of the other survey tools used for 
this survey. Subsequently, in this section we will present the results of each test and offer our own 
interpretative assessment. 

The audio files which were recorded during this survey are available electronically. For each 
variety, a selection of items from the wordlist was recorded, as well as the sentences and multiple stories 
for the recorded texts. All such files are available for examination as well as the correspondent textual 
transcriptions that are found in the appendices of this document. 

4.1 Wordlist results 

When interpreting the results of the wordlist, it is important to remember that each variety comprises a 
very small sample and is therefore not necessarily representative of each community’s lexicons or their 
comparative similarities and differences. Furthermore, the original wordlist of 200 words was not 
derived from a standardized sample, but was rather compiled specifically for testing the intelligibility of 
materials created for the mother-tongue education program. These materials have so far been developed 
solely in the Maiyu variety but are being used among other Berta communities. The extensibility of 
Arabic loanwords was of particular interest, and so for this reason some words which were known to be 
Arabic loan words in the Maiyu variety were included in the wordlist in order to test the innovative 
tendencies and capacity for loanword inclusion in other speech varieties. Of course, since there is limited 
comparative information about contemporary Berta dialects, any comparative sample is a valuable 
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addition to the data corpus. For this reason, lexical similarity percentages have been tabulated for the 
data at hand, but these percentages need to be held lightly until a more exhaustive sample can be 
collected. 

Regarding Arabic loanwords, the results indicate that both Undulu and Fadashi are more 
conservative than Maiyu and are therefore more inclined to maintain indigenous words or phrases to 
describe certain lexical icons; however, both speech varieties do in fact loan from Arabic on occasion. 
Nearly all of those Undulu and Fadashi speakers who were surveyed spoke Sudanese Arabic as either a 
second or a third language, and some even indicated that they preferred to speak Arabic with Maiyu 
speakers rather than their respective vernacular dialects. Whether or not this last detail is due to socially-
motivated issues of prestige or rather a remedy for intelligibility problems is a matter of further research. 
The RTT results suggest that both are likely to be factors. 

In contrast to speakers of Maiyu, Undulu, and Fadashi, members of the Beleje Gonfoye community 
have not had any recent historical contact with Arabic. Like Fadashi and Undulu, the Beleje Gonfoye 
variety shows a tendency towards conservativism, although in cases of loaned words they have borrowed 
lexemes from Oromo rather than Arabic. Different loanword sources are believed to be a significant 
factor responsible for the low intelligibility between these language groups. The follow-up survey in 
2013 revealed that Beleje Gonfoye is most closely related to Wabosh, which suggests that their origins 
prior to settling in the Didessa Valley were presumably near Daleti. No RTT was done among the Wabosh 
community, but comparing the Wabosh and Beleje Gonfoye results would be a telling means by which to 
discern the levels of inherent versus acquired intelligibility, since the Wabosh have regular exposure to 
Maiyu (and therefore some Arabic) whereas the Beleje Gonfoye do not. 

The phonetic distribution of sounds in each of the six dialects surveyed can be found in the chart 
below. This is a preliminary assessment of each dialect’s phonological sound system and will need to be 
explored further before a more conclusive deduction is made. The phonetic sounds found in the chart 
were observed in each variety’s respective wordlist, but the sounds listed below are likely not exhaustive. 
Each dialect can be compared and contrasted with the known phonemic structure of Maiyu. 

Table 1: Phonemic Chart for six Berta dialects 
 Phonetic Realizations

Maiyu 
Phonemes 

Maiyu Metehara Undulu Fadashi Wabosh Beleje 
Gonfoye

/b/ p ~ b ~ β p ~ b ~ β p ~ b ~ β b ~ β b ~ β b ~ β 
/ɓ/ p’ ~ ɓ ɓ ɓ ɓ p’ ~ ɓ p’ ~ ɓ
/m/ M m m m m m 
/f/ F f f f f ~ w f ~ w 
/w/ W w w w - - 
/d/ t ~ d d t ~ d t ~ d t ~ d t ~ d 
/ɗ/ ɗ ɗ ɗ ɗ ɗ ɗ 
/n/ N n n n n n 
/r/ R r r r r r 
/l/ L l l l l l 
/θ/ Θ t θ θ ~ l
/z/ s ~ z s ~ z s ~ z s ~ z dʒ dʒ 
/s’/ s’ s’ s’ s’ tʃ’ tʃ’ 
/ʃ/ ʃ ʃ ʃ ʃ s ~ ʃ  s ~ ʃ 
/j/ J j j - - - 
/k’/ [k’], [tʃ’] [k’], [tʃ’] [k’], [tʃ’] [k’], [tʃ’] k’ k’ 
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/g/ k ~ g, 
 [dʒ ~ ʒ] 

k ~ g,
 [dʒ ~ ʒ]

k ~ g,
[dʒ ~ ʒ]

k ~ g,
[dʒ ~ ʒ]

k ~ g k ~ g 

/ŋ/ [ɲ], [ŋ] [ɲ], [ŋ] [ɲ], [ŋ] [ɲ], [ŋ] [ɲ], [ŋ] [ɲ], [ŋ]
/h/ H h h h h h 
/ʔ/ ʔ ʔ ʔ ʔ ʔ ʔ 

 

Lexicostatistics tabulates the percentage of cognates between one speech variety and another. This 
statistic strategy was applied to the wordlist data, with full awareness of the pitfalls of having too small 
of a comparative sample. Because of the limited data on hand, these percentages are best interpreted at 
the level of lexical similarity for the 200-item wordlist and not necessarily the dialects themselves. To 
reliably determine what the level of lexical similarity between two speech varieties is, a minimum of 
1,000 words should be used, and time should be devoted to processes like syncope, metonymy, and 
semantic shift. Nevertheless, taken lightly the statistics found in table 2 give a rough idea of the level of 
similarity between four Berta speech varieties. 

Table 2: Lexical Similarity Percentages for 200 words for 4 Berta Dialects* 
 

Ma
iyu

 

Fa
da

sh
i 

Un
du

lu 

BG
 

Maiyu 198/ 100%
Fadashi 195/83% 197/100%
Undulu 191/70% 189/74% 192/100%
Beleje Gonfoye 198/62% 197/65% 192/59% 200/100% 
* The first number listed is the total number of comparable icons. The second 
number is the percentage of lexical similarity when compared to other varieties.  

4.2 RTT results 

As mentioned in section 3.2.2, the quantitative figures generated by the RTT assessment are atypically 
low for RTT results and justifiably raise questions about the overall reliability of the test results. The 
primary factors believed to have caused such low figures are outlined in section 3.2.2.4 and will not be 
treated thoroughly in this section. By way of review, some of the causes for the low percentages were 
poor screening of participants, too high of an information load, and insufficient exposure to each story. 

We have taken multiple steps to adjust the scores in an attempt to amend some of the 
unconventional methods employed for this test. First, we have treated the hometown test score average 
to be the “perfect” hometown score, rather than taking all of the scores out of 10. The hometown test 
score average was then used as the comparable score for the other varieties; the percentages shown in 
Tables 3 and 4 are therefore not out of 10, but out of each hometown community’s own average. Second, 
we have compiled two different tables which show adjusted intelligibility percentages. The first table 
(table 3) has stricken the two lowest scores for the hometown test. Additionally, these same two test-
takers’ results were eliminated from all the other dialect tests, since their scores for the home variety 
were arguably lower than should be expected and may therefore be an indication that the test taker had 
difficulty with the format of the test itself and not merely with intelligibility-related issues. 

Elimination of the lowest scores takes an already small sample of test takers and makes it even 
smaller, and for this reason may not be prudent. In most cases deleting the two worst hometown testers 
does not significantly change the overall results; however, there are a few cases where it generates a 
notable difference. Both percentages are listed below, and readers are encouraged to decide for 
themselves which percentage is more reliable. Due to the many factors which have disrupted the RTT of 
this survey, a new RTT survey is the most desirable solution for definitive and reliable results. Since that 
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does not appear to be something which will happen soon, we will have to make the most of what is 
currently available. Personally we believe that despite the many failures of our test procedures, the 
adjusted results provide a generally close preliminary indication of what the overall intelligibility 
landscape within the Berta language area currently looks like. 

Table 3: Adjusted Intelligibility Percentages (with two lowest score-takers removed) 

  Maiyu Fadashi Undulu
Beleje 
Gonfoye 

Maiyu Children-Abramo 100 58.3 34.9 54.3 
Maiyu Adults-Menge 100 80.0 59.8 53.4 
Fadashi-Bambassi 90.9 100 73.0 78.1 
Undulu-Undulu 98.2 86.6 100 96.9 
Beleje Gonfoye-Fwafwate 32.0 59.9 61.6 100 

Table 4: Adjusted Intelligibility Percentages (all score takers) 

  Maiyu Fadashi Undulu
Beleje 
Gonfoye 

Maiyu Children-Abramo 100 55.9 34.9 48.7 
Maiyu Adults-Menge 100 83.1 69.7 64.0 
Fadashi-Bambassi 86.9 100 71.7 85.6 
Undulu-Undulu 99.1 86.9 100 100 
Beleje Gonfoye-Fwafwate 29.0 59.6 67.4 100 

4.3 RTT results: Interpretation 

One indication of the potential reliability of these statistics is that they tend to fit together well with 
other factors like lexicostatistic percentages, geographical proximities, and socio-linguistic attitudes. The 
first observation is that, despite the small sample taken from Maiyu children, we see that age is a 
significant factor in intelligibility. The Maiyu adults scored considerably higher than the children did for 
dialects other than their own, and although this is to be expected based on gradient levels of language 
contact, it is a factor that should be considered by the school system as they develop curriculum 
materials. Another interesting observation is that the Maiyu adults who were tested for the RTT were 
from Menge, which is geographically closer to Undulu than to the Fadashi area. Despite this, their scores 
were almost 13% higher for Fadashi than for Undulu, which coincides nicely with the lexical similarity 
percentages that we see between those groups. 

Second, these results show that although non-Maiyu groups may not have positive attitudes towards 
the Maiyu variety, they tend to understand it well. Obviously Beleje Gonfoye is a glaring exception to 
this, but both Undulu and Fadashi speakers tested very well in Maiyu, a statistic which buttresses the 
cases for choosing Maiyu as a standardized variety for mother-tongue materials. Materials developed in 
Maiyu will not be extensible among the Beleje Gonfoye speakers, however, and based on the low 
intelligibility levels as well as the low percentage of lexical cognates, those two varieties are perhaps best 
considered separate languages rather than dialects. 

In terms of directionality, several generic observations can be made. First, Fadashi speakers 
understand Maiyu slightly better than Maiyu speakers understand Fadashi. Intelligibility levels tend to be 
high for both communities, but language attitudes suggest a very important sociological division. Maiyu 
speakers make up an estimated 70 percent of the Berta population, and their historic political supremacy 
as well as their innovative tendencies and heavy borrowing from Arabic all combine to make Maiyu 
speakers apprehensive towards using Fadashi or any other variety. On the other hand, we got the 
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impression that both Undulu and Beleje Gonfoye identified more with speakers of Fadashi than with 
Maiyu, although the intelligibility levels alone do not reflect these socio-linguistic attitudes. 

Little is known about the history of the Undulu variety. The region where it is spoken is quite well 
known among both Maiyu and Fadashi because of its proximity to a known gold digging site. Towards 
the end of the dry season (February to April), people from the larger dialect communities come to the 
surrounding areas around Undulu to look for gold. High levels of exposure to other dialects are probably 
behind why people surveyed from Undulu had the highest RTT results compared to any other group. 

Presumably, other dialect groups do not gain the same level of exposure to Undulu, since there were 
no communities that tested well for that speech variety. Interestingly, however, a 67-year old Fadashi 
man scored a near-perfect score on the Undulu test, which suggests a generational shift in the Undulu 
region. This hypothesis fits well with other observations, since there were many instances during the 
wordlist collection in which the younger Undulu members present defaulted to the knowledge of the 
seniors in their midst. This same man also supplied the text for the RTT, and he asked us to re-record it, 
since the first recording was said to have had many non-indigenous terms in it. It is believed that the 
Undulu variety as it appears in the collections of this survey is in the process of dying out and being 
replaced with a mix of Maiyu, Fadashi, and Arabic. 

In terms of the RTT results, Beleje Gonfoye is the most extreme variety surveyed. Participants from 
this area did not score well on any of the RTTs, but the Maiyu test was the worst by far. We had multiple 
participants respond to the Maiyu RTT with a synopsis “This is not my language,” and it is the only test 
which produced a score of 0/10. Apart from a handful of Maiyu speakers’ comments on Undulu, this was 
the only variety which generated such a strong reaction. As stated earlier, a follow-up RTT should be 
conducted among the Wabosh to determine whether the degree of difference between these communities 
can be bridged through exposure to Maiyu. 

4.4 Sentence test results 

There are no quantitative results from the sentence test as there were from the wordlist or the RTT. 
Indeed, it was not the intention of the test to generate such results, but rather a way to compare and 
contrast the syntactic strategies of each dialect, observable in some type of isolated frame. Of course, for 
the test to succeed, speakers who were reasonably fluent in Amharic were required. At this junction, we 
struggled especially in the Undulu and Fadashi varieties, since our primary assistants were over the age 
of 60 and had little to no education (and therefore limited Amharic). Nevertheless, in the case of Undulu, 
some sentences were elicited using an Arabic translation. Translation from Amharic into Fadashi also 
proved to be difficult, and only those sentences which were reasonably well understood were recorded. 
All 40 sentences were translated from Maiyu and Beleje Gonfoye, and partially into Wabosh. No 
sentences were elicited from Metehara. 

4.4.1 Negated imperatives 

A striking difference among the Berta varieties is the strategies employed for negation. Examples 1 and 2 
of the 40 Sentences in Appendix K show unique innovations for the way in which these dialects handle 
imperative negation. There seems to be a shift occurring in Fadashi, since the first elicitation was [bəka], 
but this was challenged by the other Fadashi committee members who corrected the speaker saying that 
the ‘true’ Fadashi word is actually [ari]. In each case, the first token was taken and reflected in the data. 
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Example 1: Sentence 23, Don’t fight! (imp pl + reciprocal) ኣተጣሉ!
M Baká beʃu-háǃ 
 NEG. IMP fight-2pl. REC

 

F Bəka bilo haθuǃ2
 NEG. IMP provoke 2pl. SUB

 

U Ari háʔ-bɛʃu-ʔiǃ 
 NEG. IMP 2pl. REC-fight-PRES

 

BG Halu bɛsu-sa-ʔiǃ 
 2pl. SUB fight-NEG-PRES

 

W 
No record 

 

Example 2: Sentence 24, Don’t be afraid of me! ኣተፍራኝ!
M Baká hɪb́í-ŋó-dʒiǃ 
 NEG. IMP be. afraid-2sg. SUB-1sg. OBJ

 

F Ari ngo hɪbɪdʒi!
 NEG. IMP 2sg. SUB be. afraid-1sg. OBJ

 

U 
No record 

 

BG Ngo hɪbi-se-giǃ 
 2sg. SUB be. afraid-NEG-1sg. OBJ

 

W Iho hɪbi-se-gi! 
 2sg. SUB be. afraid-NEG-1sg. OBJ

 

Regarding the negation marker for the imperative, the contrast between these five communities can 
be narrowed down to just three. The negative form in Maiyu is unique, and may have its origins in the 
Amharic word bak’a, although this would be a rare source of loan words. This theory is unlikely, but 
proven would be a case of grammaticalization. Assuming both Fadashi and Undulu share the form ari, on 
the surface this word does not appear to be cognate with any of the contact languages examined. Neither 
is the –sV(r) suffix in Wabosh and Beleje Gonfoye. We will return to this topic in more detail in section 
4.4.3, but for the time being it is observable that there are three main constructions of the negative 
imperative which are shared to varying degrees internally within the dialect communities: baka, ari and 
–sV(r). 

4.4.2 Negated interrogatives 

When we look at another example of the negative, we see that Fadashi is noticeably different than the 
other varieties with respect to the ‘why’ question word. When negated, all varieties except Fadashi 
include a separate negative morpheme or lexeme. In Fadashi, however, a suppletive question word aːla 
has evolved, meaning ‘why not’. Additionally, these examples reveal another curious trend: Beleje 
Gonfoye has a different constituent order than the other varieties. Whereas Maiyu, Fadashi, and Undulu 
                                                  
2 This verb is like the verb ‘to provoke’. They are arguing, but not physically fighting yet. Also, we see that the 2pl 
pronoun is the Maiyu form, not the Fadashi word #218 elicited in the word list. 
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all use the common order of verb/subject pronoun/object pronoun, in Beleje Gonfoye the constituents 
appear before the verb. From what is known of Maiyu, this seems to be uncharacteristic, and may be due 
in part to the negative affix’s flexibility. Whether or not Maiyu, Fadashi, and Undulu have retained this 
flexibility should be further researched. Examples 3 and 4 below illustrate the various strategies that can 
be found among Berta dialects for negating interrogative clauses. 
 

Example 3: Sentence 37, “Why didn’t you greet me?” (question with negation) 
 ለምንድነው ሠላም የማትሰጠኝ? 
M nəń wɛlá dʒeraga-ŋó-dʒi?
 why NEG greet-2sg. SUB-1sg. OBJ

 

F aːla dʒeraga-ŋo-dʒi?
 why. NEG greet-2sg. SUB-1sg. OBJ

 

W maluʷa ʃar-go ʔilo-gɛːra?
 why NEG-2sg. SUB head-greet

 

BG Mbəlo ʃar-go-ʒi olo-gɛreʲa?
 Why(is it that) NEG-2sg. SUB-1sg. OBJ head-greet

 

Example 4: Sentence 38, “Why doesn’t he eat the mango?” (question with negation) 
ለምን ማንጎ  ኣይበላም? 
M nəŋ́ wɛlá θiŋa-né al-máŋga?
 why NEG eat-3sg. SUB DET-mango

 

F ala θiŋo-go al-maŋga?
 why. NEG eat-3sg. SUB DET-mango

 

U mːaniá welːa θiŋ dʒɛnɛ al-maŋge?
 why NEG eat 3sg. SUB DET-mango

 

W maluʷa ʃar-go maŋga tʃ’ɛkala?
 why NEG. 2sg. SUB mango eat

 

BG ɛn sɪr-go na-maŋga tʃ’ɛkala?
 why NEG-2sg. SUB DET(?)-mango eat

4.4.3 Constituent order and negation 

The examples in 4.4.1 reveal another important clue about the sentence structure of the Berta dialects. 
Most of the 40 sentences (Appendix K) show that the basic word order in all lects is SVO. Maiyu is 
known to use ergative/absolutive case marking—sometimes through tone, and sometimes through a 
post-verbal suffix, (see Andersen 1995 for a further discussion on this topic)—and it is likely that this is a 
shared feature in the other dialects, although more research is needed to determine this. Based on what 
we see in Maiyu, word order can be radically restructured through a variety of means, most commonly 
through tonal contrasts.3 We already saw in the examples of 4.4.1 that the constituent order in negative 
imperative forms can vary across lects. Example 1 above shows that the reciprocal pronoun –ha is 
suffixed to the verb root in Maiyu, but is prefixed in Undulu. The tense marking on the verb may or may 

                                                  
3 Tone is not something that was examined in much detail on the dialect survey, and for this reason I am keenly 
aware of the dangers of making hypotheses based on limited data. Nevertheless, using even what imperfect data we 
have we can potentially uncover significant insights. It is with this combined posture of enquiry and humility that 
we approach the following examples. 
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not be significant; further investigation is required to determine this. Example 5 below also shows an 
intriguing shift in the constituent order of a conditional sentence. 
 

Example 5: Sentence 17, “If I don’t speak correctly, you need to fix it for me.” 
እኔ  በትክከል ካልተነ ገ ርኩም ኣንተኣስተስካል። 
M Welá ma roθá-lí ma biʃí, ngó mus-a-ʒé-ʔí 
 NEG COND speak-1sg. SUB ADV good 2sg fix-IMP-1sg. OBJ-TNS 
 

F θora-ŋko mbe mɛ ʃololi ngo ʃiɲ mus-a-dʒa-ʔi.
 speech-1sg. POSS it COND bad 2sg also fix-IMP-1sg. OBJ-TNS 
 

U Wɛlːa ma θor-ʔi ma goɗi ŋgo mus’o-gá na-ŋho. 
 NEG COND speak-TNS ADV good 2sg fix-1sg. OBJ ?-2sg. PRO 
 

W Ali ma ʃara-li-muːtʃ’o iho mutʃ’a–ne-ʔi4

 1sg. PRO COND NEG-1sg. SUB-fix 2sg. PRO fix-IMP-3sg-TNS
 

BG Ali ma-li5 ʃaːra-lora ma goɗiʲa muːtʃ’oː
 1sg. PRO COND-1sg. SUB NEG-speak ADV good fix. IMP
 

Here again, we see a unique and unexpected thing happening in both the Wabosh and Beleje 
Gonfoye examples. The 1sg pronoun ali is standard in all Berta dialects. So too is the 1sg subject verbal 
suffix, -li, found in all dialects. Looking at the Wabosh and the BG examples above, we see that both are 
potentially ambiguous, but each of the possible conclusions is noteworthy. Beginning with the BG 
example, we see how the phrase ‘if I’ could be rendered as one word or two. If as one, then it is as 
glossed above, ma-li, where the –li is the post-verbal 1sg subject suffix. If as two words, then we can 
deduce on phonological grounds that the two words ma and ali simply contracted in pronunciation due 
to the shared adjacent vowel /a/ (ma ali → mali). The Wabosh example is even more interesting, since 
here we see the same ambiguous possibility occurring as we did in the BG example. Just as in BG, the 
first person subject could either be a pronoun or a verbal affix. Interestingly, if it is a pronoun, then the 
negation ʃa(r) would no longer be a suffix, as we have always seen it until now, but rather it would be 
analyzed as a lexeme. If it is an affix, then it is a prefix, and the 1sg subject marker would then be 
located before the verb, not after as we always see it in the other varieties. 

Becoming aware of the flexibility of the negative in Wabosh, we elicited a number of additional 
sentences from our assistant. Note how in the following examples we see the negative affix fluidly 
moving throughout the clause, affixing to an adverb, a pronoun, or to a verb as either a prefix or a suffix 
or both. 
 

Example 6: Different Uses of the Negative Affix in Wabosh
Isa-bəɗe, mare mɛdo.are
NEG-early 3pl. PRO know.eye
Before, they didn’t know.  

 

bəɗe iso-mare mɛdo.are
early NEG-3pl. PRO know.eye
Before, they didn’t know.  

   

                                                  
4 This sentence is actually not what I asked for. This could be translated “If I don’t fix it, you fix it!” 
5 I’ve transcribed this sentence exactly as I have it recorded, but I’m fairly confident that the sentence initial ali is 
not necessary and shouldn’t be part of this sentence. Leaving it in may be a discourse feature used for emphasis, but 
I think the speaker corrected this sentence after having begun it, changing the construction from what we see in 
Wabosh to what it would be had this sentence begun with ma-li.  
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bəɗe mare isa-mod.are 
early 3pl. PRO NEG-know.eye
Before, they didn’t know. 

 

Isa-bəɗe mare mɛdo-sa-are.
NEG-early 3pl. PRO know-NEG-eye
Before, they didn’t know nothing.

 

bəɗe mare isa-moda-sa-are
early 3pl. PRO NEG-know-NEG-eye
Before, they (really) didn’t know nothing.

4.4.4 Interrogative affix –á 

In Maiyu, any question which does not employ a ‘wh’ question word can add an -á suffix sentence-finally 
to form an interrogative. Based on the data in example 7 below, this seems to be an innovation which is 
found only in Maiyu for yes/no questions. The data set is notably very small here, but the absence of the 
-á suffix in Fadashi, Undulu, Wabosh, and BG is intriguing. It is suspected that in the absence of a 
question word, these other varieties use tone to communicate an interrogative, but further investigation 
must be made. 
 

Example 7: Sentence 39, “Do you want tea?” (yes/no question) ሻይ ትፈልጋለህ? 
M ŋgó fɛ ́ɗi aʃá͡í -ʲá?6 
 you.2sg want tea-INTER

 

F ŋgo fɛɗi aʃaíː?7 
 you.2sg want tea.INTER

 

U ŋː-k’ala ʃai nːi? 
 you.2sg-want tea INTER

 

BG ngo kɛɓi ʃaí? 
 you.2sg want tea.INTER

 

W ho wɛɗiː ʃaí? 
 you.2sg want tea.INTER

4.4.5 Habitual constructions 

There are two sentences collected that test for a habitual act performed in the past. The sentences 
acquired, “I used to eat honey” and “He used to go to school,” reveal an interesting pairing. In this case, 
Maiyu, Wabosh, and Beleje Gonfoye share a similar construction in both examples, reduplicating the first 
syllable of the root. The word ‘before’ is cognate in all dialects except for Maiyu, and most varieties seem 
to have variant placements for that word. 
  

                                                  
6 In Maiyu, k’ala has the meaning of ‘to be interested’. In the Undulu example, it’s literally “Are you interested in 
some tea?” 
7 The tone on this word is significant. It would suggest that a contour tone takes the place of the suffix -a in Maiyu. 
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Example 8: Sentence 7, “I used to eat honey.” (past habitual) በፊትማር ኣበላ ነ በር 
M ɑ-θiŋθiŋ-ó/(aθiŋθiŋá) ŋonʃó gəbúl. gəbúl.8
 1sg. SUB-eat. REDUP-PST honey before. REDUP

 

F ɓəɗi a-díŋ9 wenʃó.
 before 1sg. SUB-eat honey

 

U a-θiŋ-á weɲʃo ɓɛɗé.
 1sg. SUB-eat-? honey before

 

W ali bəɗe-ʔiʲa ŋoːʃo tʃaːtʃ’ɛkali-li.
 1sg. PRO before-? honey REDUP. eat-1. sg

 

BG ali ɓɛɗe-ʲa ŋoːʃo tʃ’aːtʃ’ɛkali-li
 1sg. PRO before-? honey REDUP. eat-1. sg

 

Example 9: Sentence 8, “He used to go to school.” (past habitual) እሱትምህርት ቤት ሲሄድ ነ ብር።
M ɲɪne adídíŋóʔí/adídíŋá?̠í (gəbúl) θal mɛd́ras. iːʲú.
 3sg. PRO REDUP. go-PST-ASP (before) LOC school. stomach 

 

F ɪne adidiɲʃe le ʒɛraiʲe-ʲa.
 3sg. PRO REDUP. go LOC school-DIR

 

BG  neː-ʲa adidiʔi aɲi amɛduʷa are.
 3sg. PRO REDUP. go place know eye

4.4.6 Forms of the verb ‘eat’ 

Maiyu is quite unique in that there are four different words for the verb ‘eat’, depending upon what is 
being consumed. The most common form is θiŋa, used for the most common food items like okra and 
sorghum. Next, the word s’ɛkala is used for hard food items like corn, grains, and nuts. Third we have 
the word k’ola, which is used just for meat. Finally, the word k’aa is used for eating sugar cane. What is 
interesting, sentence 1 of Appendix K is a translation of the simple sentence “The rat ate the corn.” Three 
cognates of these four Maiyu forms surface in the other dialect varieties, each using a different form of 
the word. We know from the word list that all varieties use k’ola as their word for chewing meat, but the 
semantic domain for the other forms seems to vary a lot. Consider the following exampleː 
 

Example 10: Sentence 1, “(Last week) The rat ate the corn.” (past and transitive) አይጥ በቆሎበላ።
M amasíɲ θíŋa amúlːé. 
 rat eat corn 

 

F amasiɲ θiŋa sɛlːo. 
 rat eat corn 

 

U amasiɲ k’óli sɛrabu. 
 rat eat corn 

 

BG amadʒi tʃ’ɛkala dʒiːli. 
 rat eat grain 

                                                  
8 For the habitual past, -a is the preferred suffix, since it indicates a long time ago. ŋo is often used for the immediate 
past. See #8 also 
9 This is an irregular correspondence with the /θ/ in Maiyu which is here realized as a /d/.  
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W amadʒi tʃ’ɛkala bəkolo.
 rat eat corn (Amharic loan)

4.4.7 Word-final vowel epenthesis 

A rather surprising feature emerged during the word list elicitation: both Wabosh and Beleje Gonfoye 
epenthesize vowels to the end of all their words. The syllable structure of these two dialects clearly does 
not accommodate a coda word-finally. The simplest explanation for this is that prolonged contact with a 
majority language of wider communication, Oromo, has resulted in their adoption of the same feature. 
Both the Wabosh and Beleje Gonfoye have regular contact with Oromo speakers in their respective 
markets. Whereas Maiyu, Fadashi, and Undulu tend to borrow from Arabic, these two communities 
borrow from another LWC. 

5 Summary and conclusions 

The methodologies employed for parts of this survey were at times unconventional and substandard and 
for this reason some of the quantitative results are justifiably questionable. Due to the overall lack of 
Berta dialect awareness even imperfect data has its value. The wordlist used in this survey is the only 
record available which shows that there is notable lexical variation among varying Berta communities. 
This is a point which is contrastive to Bender’s (1989) Berta Lexicon which suggests that there is 
extremely limited lexical variation between Maiyu, Fadashi, and Undulu. It is expected that a larger 
wordlist sampling would raise the lexical similarity percentages slightly; however, differences will 
undoubtedly remain. The Undulu variety as it appears in the data sources collected in this survey is not 
believed to reflect the contemporary speech of the younger generation in that area, but rather a dying 
form reflective of language spoken in that area some 50 years ago. 

The most improperly compiled component of this survey was the Recorded Text Test. Poor sampling 
as well as generally poor implementation procedures leave many questions outstanding about the 
general intelligibility of those sampled Berta dialect communities. Like the wordlist results, here too 
discretion is advised when approaching the quantitative scores. Generally speaking, it is safe to conclude 
that there is very limited intelligibility between the Maiyu and Beleje Gonfoye communities and that 
Maiyu literature is not extensible between these two geographically separated varieties. Contrastively, 
due to relatively high test results, Maiyu literature among the Undulu and Fadashi communities is 
believed to be extensible. Exposure to and acquisition of some of the dialectal nuances will undoubtedly 
be a necessity for Undulu and Fadashi students using Maiyu materials, but this seems to be a 
surmountable task based on the test results. Of course, a larger sample of cross-gender participants tested 
with an RTT that is more conventionally structured would provide a better indication of literature 
extensibility among these various groups. 

The sentence test generated some very telling results; however, this test too needs to be followed up 
with comparisons of similar structures embedded in natural speech. The differences exhibited through 
the juxtaposition of the sentences collected for this test are consistent with the level of variation seen in 
the wordlist elicitation. All the tests point towards a similar conclusion: there is notable lexical and 
grammatical variation within the Berta language area. This variation is believed to be the primary 
contributor to a lack of perfect intelligibility across speech communities. 

6 Answers to our research questions 

The first research question (R1) is quite easily answerable: The Fadashi and Undulu speech communities 
should be able to use literature created in the Maiyu variety with limited effort. Contrastively, Maiyu 
materials are not expected to be extensible in the Beleje Gonfoye variety. More research will be required 
to see whether or not Maiyu literature would be extensible to the Wabosh community. Based on 
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language attitudes and preliminary lexical similarity percentages, Maiyu literature would be usable 
among the Metehara community. 

There was no formal sociolinguistic survey conducted for this survey; however, observations and 
answers to informal questions were recorded as an effort to deduce some of the secondary research 
questions. The second research question (R2) seems to have variable conclusions based on which Maiyu 
region is polled. Among the sample taken from those Maiyu living in and around Asosa, there was a very 
high regard for their own dialect but not so for anything other than Maiyu. Most Maiyu viewed the 
Fadashi test as either slightly negative or neutral, whereas the Undulu and Beleje Gonfoye varieties were 
often viewed quite negatively. One Maiyu-speaking test-taker took off the headset after 1 minute of the 
Undulu test and exclaimed “Where did you record this? This (dialect) is terrible!” He refused to complete 
the RTT, and proceeded to spread negative sentiments about this dialect throughout that village. 

The third research question is harder to answer than the second, but numerous clues surfaced while 
conducting this survey. There were varying reports from test takers; however, it is fair to say that most 
of the older Undulu speakers tend to have more favorable attitudes towards Fadashi than towards Maiyu. 
A telling conversation ensued between the Undulu assistant and our Maiyu-speaking assistant, wherein 
the Undulu elder exclaimed, "Our dialect is closer to Fadashi than to Maiyu; there are more Fadashi 
speakers than there are Maiyu, and so it is we who speak proper Berta, not you!” It is unknown whether 
or not this same sentiment is shared by the younger Undulu population. While we were in the Fadashi-
speaking region, we were told by our language resource personnel that when Fadashi and Maiyu 
speakers come together, they speak Arabic together, not Berta. 

One of those speakers present recalled a story of each community’s origins, saying, “The Maiyu 
claim that they are descendants from Arabs. A long time ago some Arabs came from North Africa and 
took some Maiyu women to be their wives and bore children. Thus, their Arab linkage goes back to this 
time. We Fadashi also have Arab blood. Many years ago there were Arabs who came from Saudi Arabia 
and took Fadashi women as their wives and bore children together. Therefore, the Fadashi are direct 
descendants from Saudi Arabs, but the Maiyu from North African Arabs.” This folk history is significant, 
since it shows the prestige and even presumed genetic superiority (from a Muslim’s perspective) of one 
group over the other. The political/historical relationship between these two communities has been 
rocky, with the Maiyu historically ending up on the top of that power struggle. For this reason, even 
though these are two closely related dialects, political and social factors complicate the extensibility of 
literature materials. 

7 Recommended future research 

Each of the three survey tools of this survey should be expanded. A Complete African Wordlist should be 
collected from each of the six communities surveyed, and time should be taken to look for under-
differentiation and over-differentiation between source and target languages. Furthermore, it is our 
recommendation that due to the mystery surrounding Berta’s genetic placement within the larger Nilo-
Saharan phylum, older community members be selected to supply this wordlist. Of course, doing so risks 
generating a lexical similarity percentage that is not reflective of contemporary speech but which would 
document and preserve varieties which are believed to soon fall out of use and thereby be lost forever. 
Secondly, in order to glean a more reliable understanding of mutual intelligibility levels, a new RTT 
which takes better care of implementation and sampling should be conducted. These results should then 
be compared to the results of this survey. Lastly, the texts of the RTT should be analyzed and combed for 
similar or disparate features. These texts are examples of natural speech from four of the communities 
surveyed, and they should therefore be compared to the grammatical structures found in the 40-
sentences test. 

Geographically, the Berta span the Ethio-Sudanic border and no recent work to my knowledge has 
been done in Sudan. Maiyu attest to many Berta living in both Damazin and Khartoum, Sudan, but the 
rural parameters of the Sudanese Berta are unknown. More research, particularly to the peripheral 
Sudanic areas needs to be done; however, these are politically unstable regions and currently difficult to 
access. Furthermore, the location of Shuru (listed in the Ethnologue) should be investigated. There have 
been recent reports of a unique Berta dialect spoken in the town of Guba, northeast of Kurmuk, near to 
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the border of the Metekel. There is virtually no literature which can attest to this and inquiry must be 
sought and their speech variety added to the corpus. 

Tone analysis is another gaping hole in this survey. It is well-known that there is both lexical and 
grammatical tone in Maiyu and it is likely a significant component to all Berta lects (cf. Andersen 1993, 
1995). This necessitates further exploration and analysis should carefully and meticulously compare the 
tone patterns of all the Berta lects. Further research should also undertake to examine the vowel systems 
of all the Berta dialects, looking especially into the possibility of ATR and height harmony.
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Appendix A: Roughly transcribed Fadashi RTT story with English gloss 

Purid menaɲkú adíaʔí θé munsé. Áŋ adíaʔé ámúːfa abɛdʒia áɲʃéɓúláné alaŋ áŋfíáné 
During the day, a lion came. Then it went and grabbed an ox and hit it down and hit its 
 
doŋo. Mɛndé fíːɛńːé duŋo. Mɛḿbá ada fámíli θá máré tʃiro uŋgulé alɪk’ɛf́á ma mɛrːné nɛ 
neck (killed it). When it killed it, while the people went to cut firewood they found him drinking 
 
k’ɛf́á dʒɪde. Mɛndá maːdɛńé fámilí áŋgádʒiané fámilí. Bunoʔí ámpula máré ani. Məndá 
his (the cow’s) blood. When it saw the people, it chased them. They came running and told us. When 
 
púlólené həńi áŋbunáŋa áŋadaŋa áŋhás’úlaŋa albúnduk áŋgɛgaŋa. Mɛndá modóné ani 
they told us, we ran and went and grabbed a rifle and chased it. When it saw us 
 
ʃíɲ áŋbuné. Mɛndá bunːɛńé dʒele gú mba duʔalá thá alilaŋ máré dóŋóʃa máré k’ólo uʔúm 
Immediately [aŋ] it ran. When it ran, the dogs which were with us, they sat and ate (that) meat 
 
mbɛĺo θə ́munsé. Uʔúm mbélo ʃíɲ mus’áné ʃáné málógá maʔamilé. Mɛndá dóŋóʃéńe ʃíɲ 
during the day. That meat was left (by the lion), so that he would return (and eat it) during the 
nighttime. When it (lion) also sat down 
 
ʃánámálógá ma amilé áŋhás’úlaŋa albúnduk áŋhaŋa aŋgulé aŋdoŋoʃé lɛ ́ʃor. Mɛndá 
to return at night we grabbed a rifle and we climbed a tree and sat up high. When 
 
dóŋóʃaŋa lɛ ́ʃor ɛńdoŋóʃe mɛnːé amilí mɛnːé munsú fɛd́í nɛh́íya áːnádó mínːlábɛló 
we sat up high, we sat until night until the sun was going down, it (lion) came from the hill. 
 
Mɛndá buliyané mín lːábɛló ánálíko mɛnːé ádóʔí dʒɪń fɛḱadoŋane laŋ amare 
When it came from the hill, we found it coming when we realized a partridge 
 
mbɛśí lɛ ́ʃor síʔí. Amare mbɛĺo nɛh́oriŋa. Mɛndá horiŋá ámɛre áŋk’aliŋa áːgaʔí. Ná ádó 
was up high. The partridge called out. When the partridge called out, we said “What happened?” It came 
 
nɛb́uló. Mɛndá búlíané əní AM mbɛĺo nːśiʔí. Ali ʃíɲ mɛɗ́iŋ albúnduk uː ɲine ʃíɲ 
from high up. When it came, we were with this AM I was holding my rifle and he also 
 
mɛɗ́iné uː fáŋgúnuɲ mɛɗ́imáré. áláhaŋa laŋgoló aŋdoŋóʃé áŋɗíŋaŋa. Mɛndá ádíané 
was holding (one) and other people they were holding (guns). We climbed the tree and we sat and we 
waited. When it came 
 
mbá hósɛliyané dʒele ʃíɲ wɛlá mbék’ós’í lé s’ɛké. Mbá ádíané láːnérúwa aʔúːŋ dʒide nɛb́uru 
and arrived, there were no few dogs on the ground. It came to check its meat and it met 
 
alú lé dʒɛlːe. Ádʒɛle nɛǵɛǵá. Nɛbúːná daːńi nɛḿéɗí sáʔaloʔi nɛmɛlo. Mɛndɛ ́mɛĺí 
the dogs. The dogs chased it. And then again it became upset and turned around. When it turned around 
 
sáːliyané ánámálí ʃɛb́úlo allábá ʃúkó lá nɛkɛgo dʒele. Máré (gɛ)gágá maraten taláta. 
and became upset, it became angry and hit down with its paw and chased the dogs. They (dogs) chased 
him two or three times. 
 
Aláhír ánɛb́ɛʃ́o anádi lábá halás dʒele mbóŋgónuɲ máré híbáʔaŋ nábuna. Mɛnɛkú ʃíɲ 
The last one it hit with its hand (paw) and the other dogs became afraid and ran. But one of them 
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hóːfé ánáhíbáɲine ʃɪɲ́ áŋɗóŋóʃa ləŋó. Á ɗoŋóʃa benáːre ólo nɛǵá aberódʒɪde ʃo sáʔálːé mílːaŋ. 
remained, it was afraid and it sat away. Its (lion) eyes became red and it wagged its tail and became very 
angry. 
 
Mɛndɛ ́sáʔálɛńé mɪĺːéɲí ná ádó ádi nɛb́ɛʃ́o áːlába uː k’ɛba ʃáːné fiːya dʒɛle mbɛĺo duŋo 
When it became very angry, it came and tried to kill with its paw and it wanted to hit that dog (that was 
over there). 
 
ɪĺːa mɛndɛǵɛʃɪń ɪne mɛnaɲkú hibaʔaŋ. dʒele ʃɪɲ́ hófí ʃaʔəni síː θá ʃor na ali ɪĺːa porít 
but when it remained alone it became afraid. The dog also refused (to run) because we are in the tree, 
but the lion 
 
wɛlá mɛdiné. Porit ambəĺo ʃɪɲ́ adíya ʃánákóla aʔúŋ halás. ʃambá adané ʃá nák’óla 
didn’t know. That lion also came to eat the meat (halas). When it came to eat that 
 
aʔúŋ mbɛló áŋʃɛṕ’úlaŋa. Né ʃép’úlanaŋa nɛb́una ánáɗúk’á. Baʔadéín ʃɪɲ́ ʃɛmbá 
meat, we shot it. When we shot it, it ran and disappeared. Afterwards, when   
 
k’ɛbaŋane lík’aŋa mamúʃé. Mɛḿbá múʃɛńé ʃɪɲ́, mɓə ́ɗáfáráné nɛɲiné, bədéíŋmúʃé 
we searched for it, we found it dead. Also, when it died, and was overtaken, after dying 
 
nɛɲiné dʒide ʃɪɲ́ ada ná k’ólo dʒín nɛnbɛló álú. Nɛd́ɪḿa alú. 
itself and its mate also came and ate it this thing (ox). It’s finished.
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Appendix B: Roughly transcribed Maiyu RTT story with English gloss 

Dʒídí haθáŋ ɗoŋóʃóʔí ma haθáŋ hóraŋ mílːaŋ. Haθáŋ dʒídó alkáráma. Baʔadéín nɛbɛró maːdáŋa 
Yesterday many of us were sitting down (relaxing). We were having a festival. And then afterwards we 
saw 
 
ɗuθɛʔi aŋásuriŋáŋ mílːaŋ. Aŋádʒénɛŋ́a maːbá ɗúkúnúɲ áŋk’ɛlgeŋa “Ádá hoʃolo ʃú ɗúθɛθ́í tháŋ 
(something) smoking at a far away place. We sent one person and we told him, “Go and watch where 
this far away smoke is from.” 
 
wáːné. “Ámːɛθ́ó ɘńdimili áŋk’alné haθáɲéʔí múːlé adóʔí thɛ alhɪĺːayúwéːʔí. Áŋáháθaŋa bɛró 
The person returned and he told us this fire is coming towards the village. We got up then 
 
tʃɪĺːíŋ:áɲka áŋθulaŋa. áŋmaʔádaŋá múːʔi na halːa thɛ ́shor. Áŋbɛró s’ulaŋa míhi áŋk’ɛlgaŋa 
all of us ran. We saw the tongues of the fire were very high. Then we called some women and told them 
 
dukɛθ́a fɪri. Haθáŋ fɛɗ́í ánsá hoʃɛloʃú múːlé θáŋ.” Sɛθ́á átʃ’íθóθa fir̟i. Jɛḿgin múːlé adóʔí 
“Fetch (pl) water. We want to go and watch this fire.” You (pl) go and pour some water. Maybe this fire 
is going 
 
nɛd́áːra ʃúli alú.” Áŋθulaŋa bɛró áŋhás’úlaŋa aʔsa:tʊ́r uː áŋhás’úlaŋa ɗoŋ áŋtʃ’iráŋa duːdú p’úːs’í. 
to catch a house on fire. We ran and then we grabbed machetes and we grabbed an axe and we grabbed 
fresh leaves (branches). 
 
Áŋθulaŋa. Mihí ʃiŋ haθáŋ θɛ ́gundi maːlé θúlʃé θɛ firegú. Áŋhuluwoŋa are θɛ ́múːle uː bubani 
We were running. The women also were behind us (and) they were running with water. We met the fire 
and the wind 
 
θɛḿó háθáɲi θa alú. Haθáŋ hóraŋ mílːaŋ θá míhile. Áŋbɛró fíaŋa mú fíaŋa mú fíaŋa mú ma 
was throwing (the fire) towards us. We were many people together with the women. And then we hit the 
fire a lot 
 
míhi álé buɗi fɪri. Áŋlíp’iʃŋoŋa tʃ’ɛt́ ánbɛró sáːwoŋa θayúwé. ʃánsáwo áŋθɪŋa tuk’ánk’a 
and the women threw water (on it). We put it out totally and then we went home. Once at home, we ate 
porridge 
 
áŋɗoŋaʃiŋa. Ma haθaŋálé da:galá tuk’a, ʃɛńθiŋa nɛḿáθí maːdɛŋ́a ɗuθeʔi mɛθí aháːθé. Nɛḿɛθ́í 
(and) we all sat down. While they were giving us porridge to eat, it returned. We saw (that) the smoke 
returned and we stood up. Again it returned 
 
k’ɛlːiŋa maːba ɗuk’úníɲé buːnʃú. Mú mɛθí kuruwoʔí. Nɛḿɛθ́í buná máːba ɗúnk’unuɲ. Nɛḱ’ɛlne 
and we said that one person had to run. The fire came back and grew. The one man that had run came 
back. He told, 
 
múː mɛθí k’uruwoʔí. Nɛḿéθí θulaŋa. Há míhi sáːwɛθá. Múː wɛlá líp’iʃiŋóŋa ma pɪʃí. Nɛḿɛθ́í 
The fire came back and grew. It came back and we ran. The women were alerted and all went. We hadn’t 
put out the fire well (before) and came back 
 
θulaŋa nɛt́ʃ’iráŋa dudú p’ús’í. Múː bɛŕó ádóʔí asáʔáθí haθáŋ horaŋ mílːaŋ. Maːbí mílːaŋ. Nɛb́ɛró 
we ran and cut wet branches. Then the fire came and that time we were many people. Very many. And 
then 
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líp’iʃŋáŋa múː θá p’us’k’e ma haθaŋálé buɗil álú θá fɪri uː máːlé fiŋa θá dúdú p’ús’í. Nɛb́ɛró 
we put out the fire, while throwing water on our bodies we hit (it) with wet leaves. And then 
 
mɛθ́oŋá ma haθaŋ piʃgaʔán mílːaŋ. Nɛb́ɛró θíŋaŋa tuk’áŋk’a uː mɛŕaŋa albúnɛŋk’a uː mɛŕaŋa 
we returned and were very happy. And then we ate our porridge and drank our coffee and drank 
 
álʃaiŋk’á. Múː goráŋayú. Al húm dɪlilá nɛb́ɛró θíŋaŋa tuk’áŋka nébɛró nɛẃɛńɛśéŋa áŋfɛruwoːŋa 
our tea. The fire lost (the victory). Praise God, and then we ate our porridge and then we talked and we 
left. 
 
gundi. Ngaŋ wɛlːá θa maːbí horoaʔaŋ mílːaŋ ai múː wɛlːá gɛd́ɛrɪŋa Múː ɗání mílːaŋ ɲɪnɛḿaːné. 
If we hadn’t been many people, we couldn’t have put out the fire. The fire was very large.
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Appendix C: Roughly transcribed Undulu RTT story with English gloss 

An dʒida baːla. Ambale tha amaha. Fa ɗuɲe tatene. Mɓaloŋa nduoŋa. Ŋgwa siθi 
We had plowed. We plowed for communal service. We were very many people. We (finished plowing) 
plowed and we returned. A child looked after 
 
dɛngɪs eʔu θɪ ɲeru. Mɛmba duwogwa aʔada θɛ maːda ndu ʃa abuloaŋ. Aθor 
the cattle in the field. When we returned, I went to the door of the barn to see (have a look). I was 
missing 
 
dəngɪs mɛnaŋgu. ɲk’ɛli abɛre. Asiːka dəngɪse mɛnaŋku. ɲk’al gwa “ʃa ɗukoʔi. 
one cow. Then I asked “Where is one of the cows?” The child said “It disappeared. 
 
Aŋ ado dʒɪmaŋ θɛbulu m:ɛɗo bulo bɛ zii hu mɛ kulke. “Bɛ zii hu mɛ kulke. Nen 
Something came through the river and it looked like the foot (print) of a lion.” It looked like the foot of a 
lion. Then 
 
kalgi “ʃan sii kulken ʃin ʃa adaruθo?” ɲkalne “hohotʃməmbɛlo sii nəhu dʒɪde.” Yamuhi 
I said to him, “How can there be a lion in this village?” He said, “Yeah, the sign is like this.” It became 
dark 
 
anzereyo. nduwe aŋkəbwo laŋ. Aŋk’ɛba dəŋgis, dəŋgis θɪkiyaŋa aŋa kula kulk’eɲ 
It was dawn (evening came and the next day). We went to find the cow. We searched for the cow, and 
we found the place where the lion had killed the cow. 
 
duŋo. Aberaygu. Aʔado ahaleyaŋ. Ado k’ulkiɲ θo ʃiɲ. Neɲ aɲθikowoi kəmo 
We followed. We went and listened from where the lion had come. How many people were we able to 
find? 
 
θikowoŋa. Mɛtuma siilo matʃɛra. Aŋa kula k’ulke dəŋgis ɗuno mbe meɗaŋa. 
Nine or ten. The place where the lion killed the cow, from that place we followed. 
 
ʃɛmba madaŋa θikaŋa gundi dʒin horoboŋgoŋ. ʃem horoboŋgoŋ dʒim bas’u 
While we were following, we found it, and the lion became angry. Being angry, it came after me to 
attack. 
 
horogiθi. Afamiliaŋ s’ara aŋgaʃaŋa mahole. AliM. B. oː G. A. ːʃɪli. 
All the people abandoned me. We remained two people. Me, M. B. and G. A. 
 
ɛŋgɛʃiŋi mahole. Mbɛ gɛʃiŋa mahole nahoroa nɛnoːfɛdʒi nɛguru. Mba mufanedʒi 
We were only two people remaining. When we remained two, he ran after me and got me on my leg. 
When he got me 
 
nɛguru nɛbɛkolo ʃan mufa ʒin olo ahia hɪ leju θaba. Mba ahɪline hileju θaba a 
on my leg, he tried biting me on my head but I grabbed his tongue. Holding his tongue with my hand, 
 
G nɛbunoga nɛʃuk’a nɛtʃiθoʔi nɛgundo θɛ bɛr. Mba tʃiθonɛne nɛgundo 
G came running and hit the back of the lion with a spear. When he speared its back 
 
nɛlɛk’ɛʃɛ. Mba lɛkeʃɛna mambi jeːna mːane famili buθoʔi θɛŋgolu. Maːne 
It fell down. When the lion fell down, all of the people came down from the tree. While 
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bubuθiŋoʔi θaŋholu aŋa hegɛmare ŋgulu nɛn kalmaredʒa “aroʃe” ɛŋkalgi “ʃeʔe.” 
coming down from the place where they had climbed they told me that “Let us see it.” I said “How?” 
 
Nda tʃ’maŋfe. Ndamaŋ nda bunʃedʒelo wɛla fɛdili nɛ tʃ’ɛmɛndʒi. Tola hasa 
Who (are you) that you want to look? The ones who ran from me, I don’t want them to see me. Go nowǃ 
 
halu tsɛdɛli le bɛr. Amare θibogaʔaŋ. A G. nɛθuʃoʒi. Mba ʃuʃoloʒa G. 
I will chase you with a spear. They were afraid. G. brought me. When G. brought me 
 
awɛsɛlo θaʔo k’ulki jeː bak’oŋa mai jeː θɛ ɲero ndu woiji. 
I returned home. The lion died. We left the dead lion in the field.
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Appendix D: Roughly transcribed Beleje Gonfoye RTT story with English gloss 

Mbəkal salora dintiʲa manduri aŋa le ɲero li ɲero siːsi sɛŋa aŋk’aloŋa sa adiʲo godɛrefa. Aŋi 
This story I will tell is about the bush where we used to live and how it was resettled near the road. 
 
siŋa le ɲero lɪdʒuʷa ŋa madɪne magundɪsa li ɲero tadaseŋa. Ma ʷoriʲaŋa lole10 legaga11 nduʷa dʒidi 
We were used to be deep in the bush. Afterwards we came next to the road here 
 
gorasi modəŋa wɛrɪd k’oɗis meraŋaʔi. fɪr k’odi mbe meriŋa ənʃuk’ɪwas amɛduware si modaŋa. 
we got education and we got clean water to drink. This clean water that we drank was beneficial for us. 
 
Ma oriʔaŋa loliʲa ma iɲka nta dasiŋa loʔi la ɲero. na mane aruione tasa wɛsmoliʲa wa mili marɛne 
When we came to the street we were alone (the first) here. Soon after… we went and we called the 
people 
 
tʃ’uluŋa marene dugaŋa aŋtʃ’ulo le ɲero duʷola aʔorio la loʔiʲa. Mare uriaʔi loliʲa. ma urio mare 
then we called them from the bush to come here to the street. They came here. After coming here, they 
 
lo liʲa amɛdu are siː modeŋa wa mba mɛnduʷare siː modeŋa. Ma duwoŋa loliʲa naŋgo dabɪsi fɪr 
saw something that they hadn’t seen before. When we lived here they brought us clean water 
 
goɗi si mɛraŋa. Aɲi ʃutʃi wa si modoŋaʔi lole leʲa dʒɪmbeʲi. Nːambe duʷogaŋa loliʲa daganːu 
to drink. We saw the place where there were many people… All of these benefits would not 
 
manʃaro oriɲ loliʲa na musiʲa siʲu dʒɪ nəmbe loriŋa tɛkanːu nambesa. Waʔuʷndi mbe duʷo le ʃoru 
have been ours if we hadn’t come to this place. 12 There were light skinned people that came from the 
highlands (Oromo) 
 
mbe dokoluʷa ndunka mbəbɪde. 13 Mbe ɲiraŋ alu ɓəɗe. Mare məŋɪn ʃaro ʃul dudu le ɲeroʷa mare 
suddenly our language disappeared (because of the newcomers). That which was from before was being 
forgotten. Because they had never lived in a (grass) hut in the bush, 
 
modisesɛŋa aŋdakaʔiʲasa. Aŋalaŋa laluʷa ŋane sɛbuluʔi lɪtʃ’ɛriʲa. Nɛn ʃɛbulu le tʃ’ɛra mare gaga 
They saw us and they spread themselves out and prepared for a fight. When they arrived we got up and 
we fought them. 14We fought with weapons and they ran 
 
wa oliʲu mare taderiʲa fiʲe ʃul oliʲa. maŋənetahoʃ biʃi lɛ lula le ɲeroʷaʲa ʃaŋ ɪndala tʃ’eːra olo. 
(we) the people fled and they burned (our) the homes. Feeling very angry we fled to the bush because 
the people burned our homes 
 
Məndaʃoŋa durban mənanko le oliʲa məŋina mːɛlo leloliʲa. məŋən duŋosiʲa əndasa loliʲe mabɪlo 
After we stayed (in the bush) for one week, to this place we returned here. We sat and stayed here and 
 
məŋəne duʷoga lidʒɪlːe mba tʃ’ɪkɛliŋa lɛ ʃoruʷa man tʃ’ɪk’eli ŋaneʲa ŋamɓada biʔeːʲu ŋambada 
they (from the highlands) brought us grain and we ate and our arms and our knees became strong 
                                                  
10This is θɛle here 
11Gaga is similar to Fadashi kagɛl meaning ‘road’ 
12This is a very paraphrastic sentence.  
13This word comes from Oromo. It means to be lost 
14This is a paraphrastic translation.  
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guʃuɲ maŋəne haɗi dʒiɲ mba ɓaɓaliŋ nɛm ɓəɗe nɛmɓaliʲa na argəde la ndulu mbolo. ŋa 
then after (settling) we plowed the land while some people kept watch over the border/perimeter. 
 
ardʒɪdeŋa la nduluʷa tʃ’ɛkɪlaŋa geʔiŋa ʃulːe mɛndʒiʲaŋa ʃuliʲa bɪsguda səsiʔi lora sisisa 
While they were watching the borders, we ate and we built our homes and we recovered our health and 
took courage. 
 
nane ɗuɲe neː dʒiɲka tɛkaluʷa. Mbe etʃ’eɲka ɗuɲe ta k’aleʲu kɛnːa ɗuɲɛne. ɗuɲesa ɓɛri mːane 
In this place we multiplied and became many. Now our people are many and still growing. We grew 
much 
 
aːgɛni mane tɛkalu gɛna ɗuɲi nɛkarsiʲu. 
and still are even now multiplying. 
 
ɓəɗe mbɛkala ʃalora goɗi bediʲa məŋɛne k’otʃ’i ɓəde 
A long time ago we heard good things when we were children. 
 
məŋəɲ si le ɲero heʲwɛtiʲaʷ atatali mba bobali maɲgotʃ’i. gimbɛk’alfa sɛk’ɛwe ɛlwaʔiʲa. Nɛn done 
When we were in the bush as children we heard my uncle say “Wild animals are useful for selling.” We 
went 
 
ənsɛbula daru nɛnsɛbula nɛgura nɛnbɛse aŋdoŋoʷa wa tʃ’abolo lek’osi wa tʃ’abolo lek’osi na 
and we shot a buffalo, we shot a leopard, hit and killed it. People slaughtered and 
 
hodʒa wa litʃ’iŋa dʒine tʃ’ɛbɛlo ɲangɪdi are moda lare mbolsa. Naŋmɛdare leru mbolsa. Nɛɲdʒiɲ 
skinned them and then people would meet and we would share what we had killed. 
 
tʃ’ɛbuli lɛk’osiʲa nɛwɛdʒəː nɛwɛ mera batʃ’eɲk’a weːtʃ’o aʃkalaːbule tʃ’o ɗuŋosa maːɲi ɓɛdilu ɲiŋola 
We would eat the meat and drink local beer and the people went away and went and sat down away 
from here 
 
ɓɛdelu nene mbəkali saːlora nɛdaːra giɲːko. Taːleli. 
Away from here they went. This is the story I want to tell you. It’s finished.
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Appendix E: Informed consent documents 

Permission Statement for Berta language data collection15 
 

My name is Nate Bremer I am a linguist working for the Summer Institute of Linguistics in Ethiopia. I am 
recording this video and this audio for educational and research purposes. The main purpose is to study 
the Berta language; other scholars may use this video and sound recording to learn, teach, and study 
about the Berta language and culture. Other scholars may use this recording in the following ways. They 
may 

Write down any speech from the video or sound recording. 
Translate any speech from the videos or sounds recording (For instance in English). 
Subtitle portions of the videos or sound recordings in Berta, Amharic or English. 
Use sentences from the video/recording or sound recordings to illustrate the grammar of Berta. 
Take words of the video or sound recordings to create a dictionary. 
Show/play excerpts from the videos/audios at professional conferences. 
Make some excerpts from the video public, for instance on the internet. 
Produce short documentaries about Berta. 
Serve as the bases for dissertations or master theses at universities. 

 

The video tapes will be the property of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, and the originals will be 
stored there. Additional copies of all the recording may be stored at different institutions interested in 
the Berta language, and may be shared with various scholars. 
If you decide at any time that you do not want to be filmed/recorded, just tell us to stop and we will, no 
problem. If you decide later than you do not want to use this video/recording that we recorded of you, 
just tell us and we will erase it. This video/recording is intended only for educational purposes, and 
cannot be used for commercial purposes. If someone, someday, wants to try to use this video/recording 
for commercial purposes, they must find you and make a separate agreement with you before they can 
do this. 
 

If you have any questions about your rights as a language consultant this piece of paper that I am giving 
you includes my address and telephone number as well as the addresses and telephone numbers of my 
supervisor at the Summer Institute of Linguistics in Ethiopia. 
 

Researcher 
Nate Bremer 
Ethiopian Address: 
Phone: 011-3213825 
P. O. Box 2576 
Addis Ababa, ETHIOPIA 
 

My Supervisor is 
Andreas Joswig 
SIL Ethiopia Linguistics Coordinator 
Phone: 011-3213825 
P. O. Box 2576 
Addis Ababa, ETHIOPIA 
 

Do you agree to all of this? 
My name is ___________________________________________. Yes, I understand what you have said and I agree.

                                                  
15 This statement will be read to participants in Amharic (see attached). Both the statement and verbal consent will 
be recorded. 
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Appendix F: 200-Item wordlist for Maiyu, Fadashi, Undulu and Beleje Gonfoye 

 Amharic, English Maiyu Fadashi Undulu Beleje Gonfoye
1  እጅ; hand.  θabá θabá θabá la:bá 
2  እጅ; arm.   bʊʷa beː tuká biʲé biʲé 
3 በሕይወት; alive.  siː θaːre siː θaːre hiːʔiya (mba) si lːaré
4 ሸረሪት; spider.  abarəbɛd abarabɛt bəmːbɛt abarabɛti
5 ኣባጨጓሬ; 

caterpillar.  abɔbɔne abɔbɔne áːbɔbɔʔí ababɔʔi
6 እንብርት; navel.  abuldu korombo ágórómbo abulːu 
7 ቢራቢሮ; butterfly.  abúrbúdu aburbudu abúrbúdu aburbudu
8 አዘነ; be sorry.  ʃúnga -áŋ hoseʲu adːagoʃ gáŋ nɛ dʒɛrɪbɪs
9 ሳንባ; lung.  afaɲfaras’ anfanforos’ áːwáwórés’ awawardʒi

10 አጥር; fence.  agoŋgór abɪliʲa agoŋhór aːmaʲé 
11 ሌባ; thief.  agɔrθé agorá agorθa agora 
12 ዱባ; pumpkin.  aːgu agó agóʔ aʔgó 
13 ወንድም; brother.  agudi agúdí agúdíʔ agudiʔo
14 ሸጠ; sell.  ʃibila alú ɛlenelo afíːjálu ɛlenolo
15 ደከመ; be tired.  ʃílí shɪle aʃílé ʃile/asɪle
16 ሃብት; wealth.  ʃimbil ʃɪmbil nda ʃimbilu dʒidɛne
17 ደግሞ; too, also, 

again, 
furthermore.  ʃíŋ le ali/ ʃíɲ dókole mɪsi/tɛkolalɪ jali

18 ቁርስ; breakfast.  al fat’úr fɛdari áːsúːndu awotʃo ndu
19 ዝሆን; elephant.  al fîl, ɔŋ mɛdege alfîl metɪkeː
20 ሐሙሰ; Thursday.  al hamís alhamís alhamís laːri kəmɪso
21 በሰበሰ; be spoiled, 

rotten.  s’ʊwí suːwaʔi rohé t ͡ʃ’uwé 
22 አዉለንፋስ; 

whirlwind, dirt 
devil. ʃɛbaro ʃɛboro adurdur awːulé 

23 ጸሎትና አምልኮ; 
prayer and 
worship.  

al ʔibáda, 
aːsɛla aːsɛla aːsɛlaʔ wɛgɛra 

24 ወረቀት; paper.  al wárga alwarəga alfaraga dodo be
25 የእኔ እናት; mother.  amːá amːá áːʔó dadi 
26 ላክ; send. agɛna ̄nɛbenːa hɛ́ːbena jebɛne 
27 ቀጣ; imprison, tie 

up. sɛ ́gɛna, ɗɔːʃa ɗoːʃa ɗóːʃɛfa ɗosɛne 
28 ጣፍጧል; tasty.  s’ɛbí s’oːbí nɛgɛnɛge tʃ’oɓɛneʲa
29 አጨለመ; darken.  ámilu aŋ aːmíle amːbúwé aŋʲa milowe
30 በጋ; dry season.  amɔːzó aːmoːsó aiyedʒɛlu la mundʒoʷ
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31 የሚስት እህት (ምራት); 
sister-in-law.  amʊ ́dudú máːʃí máːʃí mːbá maːsí

32 በቆሎ; maize.  amʊ ́lːé sil bɛgaru sɛrábu laː ɲiɲdolo
33 ጫጩት; chicks.  p’íːpíʲó bibiyo/ mise guːle mɪseʔ biːle ɓiɓiʲo 
34 ከፈተ; open.  pʊːdá ɓʊːdá ɓuːdaː ɓudɛne
35 ነገረ; tell, make 

known.  p’ulá ɓula, doːra θórógáː ɓuleʲane
36 ጤና; health. bus’k’é gɔɗa eːgoːɗa góːɗé goɗe 
37 ደቀቀ; pound 

smooth, grind 
fine.  rígis’iŋa rɛgis’e díːsɛfaʔ silːɪne 

38 አይን; eye.  are are/ areʔolo aroʔóló aré 
39 ግንባር; forehead.  are gundi are gundi are gundi are gundi
40 ነገ; tomorrow.  asːəbá mɛnɗaʃi menɗɛʃí, mendʒɛf uːʷé 
41 ኩይሳ (የምስጥ ቤት); 

termite hill.  p’agú ɓaŋgó ɓaŋgó ʃuli moro, ɓaŋgó
42 አርሰ; cultivate, 

plough.  p’áːla ɓaːle ɓáːle ɓáːle 
43 ከለከለ፣አራቀ; keep 

away, block.  p’aːra -ʔi məriɛne məriɛne aʔurwaːne
44 ቆመ; stand. p’eːla ɓeːlé ɓíːló 
45 

ምሰሶ; post, pillar.  aʃíːba 
guɗuba, aʃiːba, 
ʃɪleli gúɗúbí abiliʲo 

46 ዞረ; turn around.  áʃɪmbriŋa ʃɪmbira bɛrʃiŋá, agiʃiŋgɛríŋ ɗakʷoaʔe
47 ጥላ; shadow.  aʃirɪ ́ŋk’íθ aːʃoré, aŋgɪʃir aːʃorén asórí 
48 ኣፍ; mouth, 

language. ndu ndu ndu ndu 
49 ከንፈር; lips.  ndu ʃɛfa ndu ʃɛfaʔ ndu ʃɛfaʔ ndu ʃɛwa
50 እንቅልፍ; sleep.  nɛndígi nɛndɛgi əndɪ́ge nɛdigi 
51 half. anːus aːs’oma aːkiθowaʔ bebɛlolo
52 በረረ; fly (v).  bədá bədé bədé buːne 
53 ሞቀ; be hot.  bɛɗí bɛɗi bɛɗí bəɗi 
54 ታመመ; be sick.   bɛɗí sukuliŋe sukuθiŋe t ͡ʃ’uleʔe 
55 ጠንካራ; be strong. p’áɗiʔí ɓəɗiʔi ɓə́ɗiʔé ɓaɗolo 
56 ተደበቀ; hide, 

conceal.  bəná bone ɓóːkoló ɓəŋoʔe
57 ያዘ; catch.  múːfa mːoːne múːfo mʷɔːne
58 ቀይ ሆነ; be red.  bɪɲɛní bɪni bɛní bɛɲi 
59 አታድርግ፣ቆመ; stop, 

prohibit. bəká beːká ari biːlaʔo 
60 በቃ!; enough! bəka koːɗe ɲéːʃe kóːɗé 
61 ጣፈጠ; sweet.  mɛnɛ́mɛɲɪní menémeniɲi nɛkɪnɛki nɛnɛmɛnmeʔi
62 ሴቶች; women. míːhi mehi ? waː meʲile
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63 ሚስቶች; wives.  miːhi mehi mɪhi waː ɓodole
64 ኣንኮራፋ; snore. bɔŋgóri haroɗi goróɗi ɲarɗoɗe
65 እንቁራሪት; frog.  bɔñɔ́ʃ boŋoʃ boŋkóʃ koŋosi 
66 ሰደበ; insult, 

offend.  bɔʃa bóʃa bóːʃa bosa 
67 ተመለሰ፣ሄደ; return.  maθá moliaʔi mɛθóʔilo nolaʔolo
68 ቀስተዳመና; 

rainbow.  məzəlo mozol mogól amuʷgaʔo
69 ምሽት; evening.  mbə́ giʃú giːgije maː͡dʒíhe aːbule 
70 የእነሱ; theirs.  mbə́ máre mbəmare mbə́máre mbəmaré
71 የእናንተ; yours (pl).  mbə́ ŋgáma mbəma mbúma mbəma
72 ራሰ፣ረጠበ; 

be/become wet.  p’ʊ́s’í ɓus’i ɓús’í ɓutʃ’i 
73 uncle.   bobo gwalé boːbo agudane
74 ሰውነት; body.  bʊsk’e bus’ike bɪsk’e bɪsɪk’e 
75 ሰጠ; give (it). daː  ndɛne ndɪné ndɛnːe 
76 ጮማ; fat (n.). mək’ɔʃ mək’oʃ mok’oʃ k’oːsi 
77 ሌላ; other, 

another. mánañ maːmaŋ mɓɪɗiŋgu mbə siʲe
78  ንጋት; dawn.  mans’aré ansaːre men͡dʒɛf antʃ’ɛre
79 father.  abbá abːa aːb ͡aiyó boːbo 
80 ቆሸሸ; be dirty.  diɗí diːde bɛlɛsí diːɗolo 
81 ገመድ; rope.  diːŋí, mʊrθa maːrá marθá deːɲi 
82 አስተማሪ; teacher.  maːbə ́ gɛrəŋí nda gɛraʔi ndá gɛraʔí mba amotiʷa are
83 ገበሬ; farmer.  maːbá p’áːlí nda ɓálí ndá ɓɛ́lí mba ɓəli
84 ሰፋ; sew, mend.  gɔrá korá goráfa gorá(ne)
85 yesterday. dʒíːdí gíːjé gɪfé maːgiːʲe
86 ዘለለ; jump.  gʊ ́da gúːɗɛ ho:ré hóɾé 
87 ዝንጀሮ; baboon.  dʊ ́ʷosh duʔaʃ tóːʃ doːʃi 
88 ተለየ; be different, 

differ.  ɗɛfəru faːra gundi dɛgasu úlú aʔteʲʔe 
89 ከትላንት ወዲያ; day 

before yesterday.  dʒíːdímáŋ giːʲa menːdo mːóːsɛle uʔweː duɲku
90 today. ʃɛkɔŋ hosʃoɗaŋ təkːolé toʷkulalo
91 አደገ; grow.  ɗáːŋa ɗuɲé ɗúɲé ɗuːɲe 
92 ቀዘቀዘ; be cold.  ɗɛʃí ɗaːʃé ɗaʃé ɗaːse 
93 ጠየቀ; ask.  ɗɔk’ɔθa ɗokoθa dukuθa dokolɛne
94 ተቀመጠ; sit, sit 

down.  ɗɔŋɔ́ʃa ɗoŋoʃa ʃəŋóːθa ɗoŋose 
95 አጠረ; be short.  ɗʊ́gurí tʃ’ɪdɛri dʒidɛri k’ideɾe 
96 ጭስ; smoke (n.). ɗʊːθa ɗoːθa ɗuːθa ɗuːla 
97 ፈረደ; judge (v.). fə ́rada fárada, haga mofa haga mofa ne k’ilogɛ nɛne
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98 ኩራተኛ; proud, 
conceited.    ʃoːfaʔi kiθ kɛné hoɓəde

99 ዘይት; oil.  k’ɔʃ k’oʃ k’oʃ k’oɾi 
100 መርከብ; boat.  k’urfe k’urfe bidɛru  - 
101 ኣንደገና; again. fíʃ moːθeju/fiʃ mɪʃi ̊ŋ́ ŋolalolo
102 ገንዘብ; money.  fʊːda hoːda birɗi sɪmbɪli 
103 ጥንቸል; rabbit.  fʊ ́ːfúr hóːhór fúːfúr aːʷoːɾi 
104 በፊት; before 

(time).  gə ́bʊl ɓəɗé ɓɛɗé lara gundi
105 ቀርከሀ; bamboo.  kaːgú kaːgú gaːgú kaːgu 
106 አረንጓዴ ሆነ; be 

green. gɛlasí galasí galazí mbə gɛgɛdəkɛdi
107 ጤዛ; dew.  gas’iʲa gas’ia gas’ia k’ɛtʃ’iʲa 
108 ሰላም አለ; greet, 

visit.  geːra gɛːra gɛːré gera 
109 one day. jom muːzeju manenku munzóː munenko le mʷoɲʃo
110 ወይም; or. wɛlːa wɛ́lːa wɛ́lːa mbeːʔe 
111 አሳ; fish.  yəguθ nɛgú aːmondín nəgu 
112 እንቆቅልሽ; riddle.  dʒín daːlíʲa gíndaːlía gíndaalía aːoːɾi 
113 ችግር; problem, 

disturbance. 
dʒín húshi, 
rɔθa siː rora síʔí θora síʔí sɛɾi 

114 ትንሽ; small, little.  k’ɔs’í nengwalé, k’osí gwa léːʃo bɛbilolo
115  ጀራባ፣አከርካሪ; 

spine, back.  gʊndi gundi guːndó gundi 
116 ከጀርባ፣ከኋላ; 

behind, (in the) 
back of.   ma gundi ma gundi gundi ma gundu

117 ጅራት; tail.  abaro abɛre abɛre abare 
118 እረኛ; shepherd.  haːʃi haːʃe həːnʃe haːse 
119 ዛፍ; tree.  s’ɪs’íʲa ɪŋgolé oŋgolé ɪŋgóle 
120 እንጨት; wood.  s’ɪs’iʲa hɔʃɛli ɪŋgolé holɛfa oŋgolé hoʃɛle ɪŋgóle hosale
121 አለቀሰ; mourn, 

cry. hɔna, biːʲe  ɓaːʲe biːʲe biːʲe 
122 ደረቀ; be dry.  hɔʃəla hoʃɛle hoʃala hosalé 
123 እንቁላል; egg.  húhúlú hólú hóːhólú hoːholo
124 moon. sɪgi sigi zigi dʒigi 
125 ተጫወተ; play.  íːla iʔile ííla iːle 
126 ኮከብ; star.  íís’u íːs’u íːs’u bəruru 
127 

ሳምንት; week. ɪzbu ador
θabaholeyu 
minːegu uːwé dunk’u

128 ቀን በ ቀን; always, 
daily. mufaiʲo tʃ’ílːíŋ muje muje

li mundʒu li 
mundʒu

129 ደም; blood.  k’áfa k’afa k’áfaŋ k’awa 
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130 መራራ; be bitter.  k’əs’í k’as’i bɛ k’adʒi
131 ሳቀ; laugh.  k’ééda keːde ͡tʃɛ́ːdi k’eːte 
132 በላ; eat, chew 

meat. k’ɔ ́la k’ola k’óla k’ola 
133 አፏጨ; whistle.  fens’iŋa fɛnsiŋa fɛnteŋí wɛnteɲe
134 አለመ; dream.  féʃa are feːsi fɛ ́ʃi ar ͡ai uwesi
135 መንደር; village. láŋk’a adar héːsa aɲi ŋoluwɛleya
136 ሰው; person.  maːbə ndə mili ndə míli ndə mili
137 ቢጫ; dark yellow.  mə gaːʃá ma gaːʃá ma gaːʃá bɛ ɪdʒɪgɛri
138 ተኛ; sleep (v.). dírʃa tirʃa θə́rʃa ɗiŋa 
139 ጥፍር; claw, 

fingernail.  máːshũ maːʃó mə́nʃó maːsiːso
140 ስጦታ; gift.  daːdó ndaline ndɪdíŋ gɪmbɛnduʷa
141 የእኛ; ours.  mánk’a mːanka maŋka 
142 የእኔ; mine.  mánk’o mːanko manko 
143 የአንተ; yours (sg).  mbáʔa mbaʔa mːbáʔa
144 ሰረገላ ቁልፍ; lock 

(n.). 
mulhí 
handuŋú mulhí handuŋú mulhí handuŋú mui handu ɲolo

145 ፀሀይ; sun.  munsú moːs’ó munzú muɲdʒo
146 ሞተ; die (v.). múʃa múʃé jěː muːʃe 
147 ለምን?; Why? náːnói mbóléjá náːnúʔa mboleʔiʲa
148 እርጉዝ; be 

pregnant.  ɔlgɪɲi olgiŋi wol͡dʒiŋʔi olgɪne 
149 ደማ; bleed.  ɓuda ɓuɗí ɓuːɗe 
150 ልብስ; cloth, 

clothes.  ɔr or or oɾi 
151 to play (an 

instrument).  béː béː beː  
152 ማለዳ፣ጠዋት; early, 

in the morning.  adːʊk’ʊʃ meneɗɛʃimːbe mɛn ɗɛ́ʃí maːbus 
153 trumpet. awaza wáːsa wáːsa  n/a 
154 እውነት; be true. asːé asːé goːɗi tɛn:te 
155 ጫረ; scratch, 

scrape off.  p’eːra, kɔŋkɔne k’oŋkoni ɓeːra k’okone
156 ቆፈረ (ለእንስሳት); 

dig.  fʊda hoːɗa baːla 
157 ዳቦ; bread.  p’ɪmːp’íl ɓɛmbɛl ɓɪmɓɪl bɪmːbil
158 ሱሪ; trousers.  asʊrwâl asːurwal aʃoŋːhár asurani
159 እንግዳ; guest.  as’ís’i as’is’i as’ís’i as’is’e 
160 Berta knife. handʒir haɳ͡dʒir haŋːhir haɲgɪri
161 መረብ; net.  aʃɛ ́bəka ʃiŋí ʃíːle deŋi nəguŋu
162 ዝናብ; rain.  rɔ rô rô rô 
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163 አመት; year.  rɔ ́ːndu róóndu róːndu roŋoloʔur
164 ጊዜ; time. áːŋ áŋ moːso asːat təkolal 
165 አሸተተ; smell 

(trans v.). áŋɔna aŋoní aŋːoní aŋonɛne
166 ሳለ (ለቢላ); 

sharpen.  áp’ila aːɓila aːɓila guʷane 
167 መሬት; ground, 

soil, earth. s’ak’a s’ak’a s’ak’a tʃ’ɛka 
168 ኮሪቻ; saddle.  amaɗí amaɗé amaɗé aːmele 
169 ጨሌ; beads.  amanzi amanzi amanzi aʔmɛndʒi
170 አይጥ; rat.  amasíɲ amaziɲ amazí aʔmadʒi
171 ኣቧራ; dust.  ambʊdúr amburu hohuθa ambuduɾo
172 ጨለማ; darkness.  amilo amiluʔa amiluʔi aɲi miloʔi
173 አሸዋ; sand.  ʃéːk’e ʃéːk’e ʃeːtʃ’e asesɛke
174 ደንቆሮ; deaf.  ʃɛr íle máːla sher íle mbəɲiro ilo
175 ገዛ; buy.  ʃɪbila jéːla eːlɛna 
176 ወምበር; chair.  al kʊ ́rsi ama:ɗé alkúrsi adəŋo 
177 አረፈ; rest (v.). ʃɔ́ːra ʃóːra ʃóːra soːre 
178 ገጆ; hut.  ʃúl ɲɛːra ʃulgwaːlé ʃúl ɲera sulɲero/sul gʷole
179 ደመና; cloud.  agúːru agúːru agúːru aguru 
180 ጓደኛ; friend.  ahap’u haːɓu aːgúʃúŋ age 
181 ወደ; to, towards.  θá lɛ θɛwa la  
182 እዚህ; here.  θɛ́lːé θoːʔi/loːʔi θoːʔiyu loːle 
183 መድሐኒት; 

medicine.  adːɛ ́wa s’is’ia?iɲ addáwa hoːtʃo 
184 ማማሰያ; stirring 

stick, wisk.  aɗaɗáfɛd ɗaɗafet aɗanɗafet mulaːʷo
184 ምህረት አደረገ፣ይቅር 

አለ; forgive, have 
mercy.  afiːŋa eʔafiːŋa afiiña bik’ɛneʲa

186 ውጭ; outside.  θʊːθa θoːla θuːθe ligogolo
187 አዲስ; new.  t’ɔk’ɔló tokolo/towolo t’ok’oló giːgoɗi 
188 ስጋ; meat.  ʊʔûŋ oʔoŋ uqûñ oʔoɲe 
189 ቢምቢ; mosquito.  jámúθ uːmuθ jámúθ úmúlí 
190 ምን አልባት; maybe, 

could be.  jɛ́bʊga gaːʔí amɪʃéːká aneʔale
191 አሰበ; think, 

reflect.  sɛŋzeŋa sɛːŋané senːa dʒɛːrɛne
192 ሰነፈ; lazy.  sɔsɔʔ soːsoʔ zozo dʒódʒó
193 ጭቃ; mud.  sʊre sure gaːma átoʔkó 
194 ኣኔ; I 1sg. ali ali ali ali 
195 ኣንተ; you 2sg. ŋgó ngo ɲɦó ngo 
196 he, she, it 3sg. ɲine ɲine ɪnːe ɪnːe 
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197 we 1pl. haθáŋ həni ɪnːka ŋːa 
198 you (pl) 2pl. haθú halu haθú halú 
199 they 3pl. məré maré maré maré 
200 አንሾካሾከ; whisper.  hahaʃa haːʃa hahasha haːsɪne
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Appendix G: Additional wordlists for Metehara and Wabosh 

 English Wabosh Metehara 
1 abandoned sarwɛlio
2 absent sari
3 accept, take haʔ dane haːɗa (dʒɪle) 
4 add haʔp’aneʔe
5 afternoon dakuʷoʔe ta munziʲu 
6 again tokolo, aŋoli motoʒe 
7 alive zii lare ziː tarə 
8 all d̠ɛd̠olo tʃ’ɪlliŋ 
9 alone mahẽːŋk’oʔe

10 always mɔndʒo d̠ɛd̠olo diːma 
11 animal, domestic sɪmːbili
12 animal, wild giŋ ɲeroʔ
13 ankle hoʔare amun korkor alu
14 ant ɓisoʔ, gəɓunu kamodu 
15 ant, black or red tʃ’ənːtʃoʔ s’oso 
16 antelope ɓɔmbolo bohos’ 
17 arm biʲe buːwa 
18 arms (of a fish) nɛgu biʲe
19 arm, lower labare taba are 
20 arrive nɛguse
21 arrow t’iːʲa (Or?) laːhé 
22 ascend, climb, go up, ride hai ha 
23 ashes huhula buːbuda 
24 ask tokola, ɗok’ola dokota 
25 at, in, to la
26 axe ɗɔŋi
27 baboon ɗɔsi duwoʃ 
28 back, spine gunːdi gundi 
29 in back of, behind li…gundi ma gundu 
30 bad, ugly, wrong dəgɔsi ʃuni 
31 bamboo kaːgu kaːgu 
32 banana muːsi
33 bank (of river) bʊli ndu
34 bark of tree wahaʃoʔ faːʃu 
35 basket k’ɛmːe (Or?)
36 be (present) dʒiʔi
37 beads amandʒi amanzi 
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38 bean ɔːwe
39 bear (child), lay (egg) waʔlɔne olala 
40 beard bʊʃɪndu adigiɲ 
41 beat, hit supula, wiʲa fiʲa, ʃɛbuta 
42 because maːgɛne nɛn bɛlo sila 
43 bed aɗəŋo mendʒɪfa 
44 bed bug gʊtʃ’e guːs’í 
45 bee ŋɔːʃo ɲónʃo 
46 queen bee ŋɔːʃo bʊloŋ bʊlo ɲonʃo nagur 
47 beer baːtʃ’a baːs’a 
48 beetle abiːru gezenkeseŋ 
49 before lareʔa gəbul/dʒiɲ begɛbulu
50 beg gusina gʊʃiŋa 
51 behind, (in the) back of maː gundu gundi 
52 belly, abdomen, stomach iʲo iːʲu 
53 better goɗi giʲa
54 between laŋk’ɔli taninʲu, tɛnisu 
55 big, large ɗuŋːi bɛ ɗaɲi 
56 bird mɪtʃ’e sɔralu mɪs’e 
57 bite k’ura biːda 
58 be bitter k’aːdʒi k’as’i 
59 black miːli mɪliʔ 
60 bleed ɓʊdeʔ ɔraʔe 
61 blind (adj) miluʔare milːare 
62 blood k’ɛwa k’áfa 
63 blow (v) bɔːla ʃehɛn alu, fʊla 
64 Blue Nile ɗaːle
65 boat k’urfe
66 body bɪʃike, bɪsike bus’k’e 
67 boil huːse huːʃe 
68 bone k’aːra k’aːra 
69 bow (and arrow) abɛndᶦri  
70 boy ɓɛre ɓɔdɔle gɛdi na idɛle 
71 brain aʷolɛhi afutek 
72 branch (ɪɳgɔle) biʲe s’ɪsiʲa bilo, s’isiʲa buʷa
73 bread bɛmːbɛl  
74 break k’ʊluʲo  
75 breast (female) eːri ɛr, ɛra mihu 
76 breathe bʊlo ʃɔra 
77 bridge  gɔrsi, kɔrsi  
78 bridge of nose amuŋ k’ara amuŋ k’ara 
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79 bring haɗo haːdoʔ 
80 brown bɛɲʲe are  
81 buffalo ɗəro də ́rù 
82 bull, castrated ambogiʲa  
83 bull, noncastrated ɓɔɗɔle  
84 burn daːra duːde 
85 butterfly abʊrbʊdu aburubda wɛɗɛk’
86 buttocks ɪŋːi iŋ 
87 buy hehela, helo  
88 pumpkin, calabash agoʔ aːgú 
89 calf mʊgu 
90 cat məriʲo marú 
91 catch, hold muhane muːfa 
92 centipede tʃ’ɛlːheʔ aʃɛnʃón 
93 chair adɔŋo  
94 saddle amɔɗe amaɗi 
95 chameleon gɛraraʔ (?) halafɛnʃu 
96 cheek halok’aro, ndu k’aro ndu ʃɛfa 
97 chest (of body) bɪs are bɪsi are 
98 cheetah dohol beːro 
99 chicken mitʃ’e mɪsé 

100 chicks bibiyo mɪsa dʒeːdi 
101 chief, king agur agʊr 
102 child ɓeːre gɛdi 
103 chin sɔgɔɗe adɪgin k’ara 
104 chop k’iːra  
105 claw, fingernail maʃiʃo, masiso manːʃu 
106 clean (adj) tʃ’ɛkari  
107 cloth, clothes ɔri ɔr 
108 cloud aŋgʊru aʃirɔru 
109 cock, rooster hɔhɔ hɔŋhɔn 
110 be cold ɗaːʃé ɗaːʃe 
111 come adɔ  
112 conflict ɓɛri wiʔi  
113 cook, roast hɛrⁱhɛnːa fʊla iŋ 
114 cough (v) hohona hɔhɔɲi 
115 count (v) k’ɛra hasɛbɛ 
116 country, village heːdʒa ahɪlːa 
117 covenant, agreement wa halmeʔe  
118 cow, ox laɲi taŋ 
119 crocodile weːlo aŋkaru 
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120 crooked, curved gɔgɔlʊʷe  
121 crop, grain, sorghum dʒɛle ziːli 
122 crow k’ɔro kɔrːno 
123 cry, mourn dogosi bɪsi biːye 
124 cultivate, plough ɓala ɓaːle 
125 insult, offend, curse boːʃɛne, ɓosa boːʃa 
126 cut, rip, saw, split k’ɪli, k’ik’ili, kɪliʲo  
127 daily li mɔndʒo li mɔndʒo  
128 dark mɪlaŋga amil ɔŋgoŋ 
129 darken amiːloʷe aːmilaʔi 
130 darkness haʔbʊlːe  
131 dawn mantʃ’are mans’are 
132 day; one day mundʒo məniɲko anahara menaŋ, 

munziyu 
133 day before yesterday giːhe loleʲa dʒidi mɛnaŋ 
134 deaf ɲiroʷa ɪlːo ʃar ile 
135 death mʊse mʊʃe 
136 deep tʃ’ɔri iʲo  
137 descend, go down bʊloʔe  
138 dew gɛtʃ’iʲa gɛs’iya 
139 die, be dead muse mʊʃe 
140 be different, differ wowʊro gundi dɛfaroʔi 
141 dig wʊːɗa fʊɗa 
142 dirty, be dirty siːda adi doŋgoŋ, didi
143 dish giːhe  
144 divide bʊʲo s’om alu 
145 do, build, forge, make, prepare, 

work giʲone, mutʃa  
146 dog gɛle gɛli 
147 donkey ʃiɲɛr 
148 door (way) handuʰ handũ 
149 dove kɛrkɛɗo gʊrgudu 
150 down, low li ɪɲi  
151 dream weːʃa are fɛʃi 
152 dress (v) ɗɔs’a (ɔri) niːʃa 
153 drink (v) meːra mɛːra 
154 drum anɛgəra anuːba (big) 
155 be dry hoʃoːle nɛgara (sm) 
156 dry season lamɛndʒauʷ hoʃalé 
157 dull sarɪndu (ama) bona 
158 dust ambudur, ambɔro ambʊdʊru 
159 dwarf wəlilisu fatɛŋkɪʃu 
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160 ear ɪlːo ilé 
161 earth, land, soil, dirt tʃ’ɛk’aʔ s’aka, gɛfa 
162 eat, chew k’ɔla k’ola 
163 egg hɔːholo húːhulu 
164 elbow k’eŋkɛle kɔnkɔló 
165 elder ga ɗʊŋi barambala 
166 elephant mɛdɪge ʊŋ 
167 elephant tusk mɛdɪge ndulɔ  
168 embrace kʊk’a  
169 enough! bʊlʊʷɔʔe koːɗi 
170 enter, come in jehɔ(la)  
171 evening, tonight habule ambagíʃu 
172 everywhere aŋi dɛdɛlo  
173 exactly maːme  
174 excrement, feces ɪŋgu  
175 exhale, breathe out, rest sɔra, aʔhora  
176 exit, go out hɔra uːwe 
177 eye are aːre 
178 fall, dive (v) lɛgəse, bɛdɪbiʲe  
179 false; untrue wutʃaŋ pus’aŋ 
180 famine hʊla  
181 farmer wəmili ɓəli maːba ɓəlí 
182 fart dɛda  
183 fast, quick birɔ birɔ mɛnda mɛndaŋ
184 fat, thick mɔrʃi marʃi 
185 fat, butter, oil k’oʃi mak’oʃ 
186 fear (v); be afraid hɪba  
187 feather mɪtʃa bʊʃu  
188 female niɲɛle 
189 fence agoŋgor 
190 fever bəɗi bɛdigaʔaŋ 
191 few neŋːgɛlːe, gɔtʃ’i baːlɛʃʊgo 
192 field, pasture aɗuguŋgula, tʃ’ɛkare  
193 fight (v) hɔrʊʷɔli, ɓila, bɛsu bila igu 
194 final, last adideːlu  
195 find, get maɗiliɔlo, liːk’a olo  
196 fine, beautiful, pretty goɗi s’ɛwari 
197 finger ləbɔlɔ tabɔlo 
198 fire mɔ̃ mu 
199 fireplace aŋimɔ  
200 firewood ɪŋgɔle mɔ  
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201 fish nəgu jɛgut 
202 flea ɗeːɗe t’ʊ ́rú 
203 floor suliʲo  
204 flower aʷulʊŋkulu hudundulu 
205 flute bɔlɔ bɔlɔ 
206 fly (n) hɔrɔ hɔrɔŋ 
207 fly (v) ahale bədé 
208 food tʃ’ɛkala, awudolo dʊka 
209 foot hɔ hu 
210 forehead are gundi aregundi 
211 foreigner, stranger, guest atʃ’itʃ’e  
212 forest li ɲero ɲereʲu 
213 forget sɔloʔɔ gɪʔe dukaʔe 
214 forgive, have mercy bɪk’ɛniʲa  
215 fox, jackal agɔʷ aɲtɛmaŋ 
216 friend aːbɔʔ habuʔ 
217 frog boɲk’oʃi boŋoʃ 
218 front of, before laare gundi, handun are ta are, hulu are
219 fruit ingɔle are ɔlɔ s’is’iʲa are 
220 full hɔrolo hɔri 
221 gecko amᶦtʃ’’eːtʃ’e agugul ʃare 
222 gift ʔadidu gɪn dɛwɛlɪgeʔi
223 giraffe k’alure hɪliŋ 
224 girl mʊsẽŋ gɛdi niɲele 
225 give ndɔ, nda daː 
226 glass (drinking) baːɗe  
227 go aːda bʊːna 
228 goat miʲa miʲa 
229 gold, coins, money wuːda fuːda 
230 good, correct, right, straight, well gɔɗi, ənːdeʔ biːʃé 
231 gourd agerawi agʊ ́ 
232 granary, grain store aŋgo hɔri, luːbe, gisɛri luːba 
233 grass, forest, woods ɲera ɲera 
234 grasshopper mɔlɔ muːtu 
235 be green gɛlɪdʒi gɛlazi 
236 greet, visit gæːra dʒeːra 
237 grow (up) v ɗuŋːa ɗaːɲe 
238 guard, hold, keep, watch ɗiŋa ɗiŋ alu 
239 Guinea fowl miserⁱge mɪʃɛrgen 
240 guts, intestines iʲo kaːdʒi iʲu k’aːzi 
241 hail eʃɔ  
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242 hair (head) buʃi bʊʃ 
243 half laŋkoli mbala mɛnaŋ 
244 hand (n) ləba tabá 
245 hard ɓaɗɔlo  
246 hat gʊmbu  
247 hate, dislike sɛgoɗi (la) are, degosi li are  
248 have dʒiʔi  
249 head ɔlɔ alú 
250 health gʊːɗa biʃi buske 
251 hear hale liʲo haleliʲu 
252 heart agɔ bɪʃi 
253 heavy nɛtʃi, nɛtʃ’ɔlo ɲɛs’i 
254 help (v) lik’a baːdɛli 
255 hen mitʃe naŋale  
256 herd (v) laŋi hɔrɔlo  
257 here lɔle  
258 hide, conceal boŋoʔe bone 
259 hill ambɪsi  
260 hippopotamus gɪdɛndɛreʃ 
261 hit, kick, punch, slap, strike leːŋa  
262 hit with a stick sʊpʊla muːfane 
263 hold (v) mʊːha haluʷa (?) 
264 home leʔɔʷ taiʲu 
265 honey ŋɔ̃ʃo woɲʃɔ 
266 horn bɔlo  
267 horse murːe mʊrta 
268 be hot, warm bɛɗi bədé 
269 house suli, ʃuli ʃuli 
270 how? ʔane ʃaːine 
271 hunger hulaʔ  
272 hurt (v) tʃ’ʊkʊni  
273 hyena bʊŋu bʊŋu 
274 immediately biraʔ  
275 imprison, keep in custody ɗoːʃa ɗoʃeyu 
276 in, inside, through, within liʲo  
277 insət (“false banana”) k’əla  
278 invite tʃ’ula  
279 iron (metal) ɗɔŋi dɔŋ 
280 jump (v) bihoɗɪna guːɗɛ 
281 keep away, block ɓadɛne, gɛga ɓaːra alu 
282 kill, punish wiiɗəŋɔ fiʲa dɔŋo 
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283 king, ruler agʊr agur 
284 aunt (father’s sister) mama maːmá 
285 aunt (mother’s sister) dadi gɔle bəbəne 
286 baby abi geːni gɛdi 
287 brother agudí aːgudí 
288 brother-in-law maːsi maːʃi 
289 child ɓeːri  
290 cousin (son of mother’s sister) gigile ɲiru  
291 daughter mʊsaɲi  
292 father bobo abːa 
293 father (my, POSS) boːboɲko  
294 grandfather bɔbɔ, bɔbɔ ɗuɲi abəbə 
295 grandmother ɔʔɔ ɔʔɔ 
296 husband nda sulu  
297 mother dadane, dadi mːá 
298 sister aʔa bəbə 
299 sister-in-law naŋaŋko aʔane maːʃí 
300 son p’eːre bɔdɔle  
301 son-in-law maːsi  
302 uncle boːbo agudane  
303 knee guʃu guʃun 
304 knife haʔhɪri handir 
305 know maːdɛla mɔdɛne 
306 lamb, kid mɛrɛre gɔle, k’ɛlme k’ɛlme 
307 laugh (v) keːde k’eːda 
308 laugh (n) k’eːda  
309 lazy, lazy person dʒɔdʒɔ zozo 
310 leader agɔr alːo agur 
311 leaf dodo, ɪŋgɔle ile ile, s’isiʲa ile 
312 leave (off), allow, cease, let k’aloʷa, bika  
313 left, left side, left hand gəmbi gəmbi 
314 leg guru guru 
315 leopard nɛgʊraʔ  
316 lick (v) ɗeːŋa  
317 light (adj, not heavy) haʷʊlolo  
318 light (opposite of dark) tʃ’ɛra  
319 lightning rɔɓale rɔ fiʲa aŋ 
320 like (conj), resembling maːsaʔi, maːse zii ma 
321 lion bulk’e purid 
322 lips ndu ʃɛwa, ndu ʃɛfa, halːo ndu ʃɛfa 
323 listen ɪndɛga ile tama ile 
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324 little, small gotʃ’i bala, kos’i 
325 little (thing, n) gɔtʃ’i k’ɔsi 
326 liver aːnəhe nɛk’ɛt 
327 locust aʷulare  
328 long, far (away), high, tall tʃoriʔe s’uriŋi 
329 look at, see, watch maːda  
330 lose, hide bəɲiʔe, ɗuk’e abɔŋ alu 
331 louse aʔiːni ɗiŋi 
332 love, like gɔɗi lːare  
333 lung ago afoɲforos’ 
334 magician, traditional healer nda (mbe) moluwa, ɲeri  
335 maize, corn mugulːe, mʊleːle amuːlːe 
336 make (v) giʔɛne  
337 male ɓɔɗɔle ndə mili 
338 person, man ndə mili maːba 
339 manure ɪŋgu  
340 many, much abʊːra, hɔrɔlo, ɗuɲi  
341 market anu k’uta  
342 marry ha dane 
343 marsh, mud tʃɛk’a pʊtʃ’i zure 
344 maybe, could be laːgɪndi  
345 meat ɔʔɔɲi ʊʔʊŋ 
346 medicine iŋgɔle wiːli s’isiʲa iŋ 
347 meet (v) ɲolu woleliʲa  
348 middle laŋːk’ɔli  
349 milk (n) æ̃ːri ɛr 
350 milk (v) p’ɔra bɛrta ɛr 
351 monkey (baboon) dɔʃi dɛwaʃ 
352 monkey (calabis) hiːtʃ’o iːsu 
353 monkey (verbet) ʊri oŋo 
354 moon, month dʒigi zigi 
355 morning; early nabusi mangihe 
356 mosquito ʊmuli jamut 
357 mountain awɔwɔgi bərɗa 
358 mouth, language ɪndu ndu 
359 mucus (of nose) siŋk’a amun fɛri 
360 mud adɔʔkɔ  
361 naked kɔkɔre iŋ kuluŋ 
362 name hoʔa hʊʔa 
363 nape, back of neck dɔŋo are dɔŋɔ 
364 navel abulːu abuldu 
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365 near, close by ɗɪgiɗe idigi aŋ 
366 neck ɗoŋo bɔlɔ 
367 neighbor aːŋondi  
368 nest (bird’s) anːdule ʃul miso, duːle
369 new nda tɔkɔlo  
370 night habʊle əmbəgiːʃu 
371 no iʔi wɛla aːdi 
372 nose amu amu 
373 nostril amu wɔːli amuŋ ɲɛw 
374 nothing wɛla dʒi, ʃari wɛla dʒɪmaŋ 
375 now dak’alalo hasi 
376 one məneŋku dukunu 
377 two mahɔːle hɔlɔŋoni 
378 three mɔːte tɛlata 
379 four manːamu arba 
380 five maːkuʃu  
381 six mak’era məneŋku  
382 seven mak’era mahole  
383 eight mak’era mɔːte  
384 nine mak’era manamu  
385 ten maːtuma  
386 eleven maːtuma olo məneŋku  
387 one hundred maɗuligundi mənenku  
388 first nalarho, nalaχo mənenko  
389 second alar ho mahɔle  
390 third alar ho moːde  
391 ocean, sea wer ɗuɲi  
392 old, of things ɗuɲe, (bɛ)ɓɛɗːɪlu kɔtiʔi 
393 old man ga dʊŋi  
394 old woman mʊtʃu gɔle  
395 on lolo  
396 onion hɔtʃ’ɔ beɲi biliya 
397 open (v) budɛne ɓuːda 
398 ostrich si bɪmbɪli mɪsáʔmuru 
399 other, some ɓəɗink’i mɛnaŋ 
400 outside ligogolo tuːta 
401 over there liʲoʔi tɛlːe 
402 owl dʊl 
403 path, road gagɛli təŋɔr 
404 pay (v) mʊtʃ’a amʊri  
405 peace aŋgɔdi, hedʒɔ  
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406 pebbles, small stones bɛle gɔlːe bɛl bilo 
407 peel (v) k’enalo k’iːn alu 
408 penis gure  
409 pepper (spice) nɛmɛne  
410 person/people nda/wa ɪnsaːn 
411 pig (bush), boar mɔdoʔ mɛdaŋ 
412 pinch k’ʊtʃ’a s’ɔma 
413 plant (n) diːra  
414 plant (v) dirane ʃiːfa hu 
415 play (v) hila ila 
416 play (the horn) biʲa biʲa 
417 plow (v) ɓala baːla 
418 porcupine abe abeŋ 
419 post, pillar aɓaːtʃ’iːʲo aʃiba 
420 pot t’uwe  
421 pot, large used for cooking hoːsi  
422 pot, for water t’uwe wɛru  
423 pound smooth, grind fine nɪk’ɪni olo rɪkis’é 
424 pour k’ɪla k’itaʔ 
425 poverty, poor dɛl alu  
426 pray Allah gɛːra  
427 prayer, worship (wa) geːgɛra aːsɛla 
428 be pregnant wɔlgɪne  
429 1 sg SUB PRO ali ali 
430 2 sg SUB PRO iho ngo 
431 3 sg SUB PRO ɪnːe iːne 
432 1 pl SUB PRO həni aːdaŋ 
433 2 pl SUB PRO halu aːtú 
434 3 pl SUB PRO mare mɛre 
435 I myself aliiʲu  
436 thou thouself ihuʲu  
437 he, she, it -self in:eʲu  
438 we ouselves haniʲu  
439 you yourselves haluʲu  
440 they themselves mareʲu  
441 mine mənko  
442 yours (sg) mbaʔa  
443 his/her mbəkaɗe  
444 ours (ɪ)maɲka  
445 yours (pl) ɪmbəma maŋgama 
446 theirs ɪmbəmare  
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447 proud, conceited nda mə sɔsɔriʔe  
448 pull tʃ’ɛrⁱɗeɗa gura 
449 push (v) maːdalo, mahaɗalo  
450 python mɔhɔ̃ halali, mɔhɔŋ 
451 put nda tama 
452 question marker tonal tonal, iʲa (?) 
453 quick biro  
454 rabbit, hare awoːwuri afuːfur 
455 rain rɔ rɔ 
456 rain (v) bɪdi bide 
457 rainbow amʊgaoʷ amuzalo 
458 rainy season, winter atʃ’ɪkɛle an s’akale 
459 rat amadʒi amazi 
460 ratel aʔɛndʒe ɛnze 
461 ray of sun mɔndzo biʲe  
462 read k’erːa  
463 be red beŋaʔi bɪɲɛni 
464 rest sɔra ʃɔra 
465 return (v) ɲoloʔe mɛto alu 
466 rich nda giːdi wuda maːba gidi taba
467 riddle awori dʒin daːlia 
468 right, right side, right hand laba bɛru taba bɪʃi 
469 ripe namənɔnɔ mane 
470 rise, get up, stand up ahala ate 
471 river bʊli bule 
472 road gagɛli təŋor 
473 roof ʃʊli ɔlɔ  
474 root hoiʲo  
475 root (edible) mɔtʃ’ɔlɔ  
476 rope ɗeːɲi marta 
477 rotten natʃ’ʊwe  
478 round (adj) lulugurguɗolo  
479 rub (v) hʊːʃa  
480 run (v) buːna  
481 salt jeho  
482 sand aseːsege  
483 say, answer, talk, tell k’aːla  
484 scar bɛlare  
485 school aɲi mɛduʷare  
486 scorpion heːge  
487 scratch, scrape off k’ɔkɔna  
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488 search (v) na dʒilɛ wɛɗiline  
489 see maːda, hɔsɔla, geːna  
490 seed nareɔlɔ  
491 seed (human, semen) horaʔ  
492 sell hɛlɪnolo ʃibila alú 
493 send hɛbɪna tema gundi 
494 senile gaɔlɔ  
495 servant nda mili amahɔ  
496 sew, mend gora gorá 
497 shadow (human) agɪʃiɲkɛri agiʃiɲk’ir 
498 shake (v) ligirgidinga, gɪdʒigɪdʒina  
499 sharp ɓilindu  
500 sharpen guʷa, aɓɪla  
501 sheep mərere  
502 shepherd haːʃe haːʃi 
503 shoe ʃɛwa ho  
504 shoot (bow) lɛwaʔ  
505 shoot (gun) abula  
506 be short lihidi ɗúgurí 
507 shoulder biʲelo  
508 show (v) bula (gi)  
509 shut (v) liːda  
510 be sick, ill tʃ’ukule bədi 
511 silent k’enk’e, tʃ’ɪlɔlɔ  
512 sing heːra  
513 singer (female) heri  
514 sit, sit down dʒəhole, dʒohoːla ɗoŋoʃa 
515 skin ʃɛwa  
516 skin (of snake) weːra  
517 sky sɔri, sɔrare  
518 slave ahodura  
519 sleep (n) naːnigi nɛndígi 
520 sleep (v) ɲerʃa, ɲersa  
521 smell (trans v) ŋoni  
522 smell (int v) ŋona  
523 smoke (n) ɗula ɗuːta 
524 smoke (v) mera  
525 smooth, soft rɛbədʒi  
526 snake kʊrᵘwe  
527 snail maʃiʲo, bɔrɔro  
528 sneeze (v) hatisa  
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529 snore narɗoɗa bəmberiŋi 
530 song hera  
531 be sorry adʒeribishi mil biʃi 
532 soul ɓɔlɔ  
533 sour ɓiɓiliolo  
534 speak lɔːra  
535 spear bɛri  
536 spider abarabedi abarabɛt 
537 spit (v) k’utʃa olo  
538 be spoiled, rotten mɪtʃ’ɪkɪne s’uwé 
539 spring (water, n) awula  
540 squeeze, twist liʲa  
541 stab, pierce ʃuːk’a  
542 stand bila hu ʃoriŋa 
543 star hiːtʃ’o híːs’u 
544 steal agɔraʔ  
545 steam wɛre ɗula  
546 stick (n) ɗuli  
547 stir (v) mʊla, gʊra  
548 stirring stick, wisk asərɛmbe  
549 stone bɛle  
550 stop, do not let gaːʃəːŋo bak’á 
551 story lɔra bɛdelu  
552 straight worawaʔani  
553 be strong ɓəɗi bɛdiʔi 
554 stupid mɛdare gɔle  
555 suck(le) tʃ’umɓina  
556 sugar sʊkʷar  
557 sugarcane lɪbⁱri  
558 sun məndʒo  
559 sweat (n) bədeŋga  
560 sweep bekalo  
561 sweet tʃ’ɔbi mɛnemɛɲini 
562 swell (v) bok’oʃi  
563 tail aːbare abɛro 
564 take, carry, pick up hada  
565 take (away) hatʃ’ʊla  
566 taste (v) nɪma  
567 tasty tʃ’oɓi s’óbé 
568 tea ʃai  
569 teach (v) amɛdi na are  
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570 teacher maːbi amodi are maːba gɛraʔi 
571 tear (n) tʃ’ɛbɛre  
572 tear (v) ɓu iʲo  
573 tell, make known loːra(ne) ɓuːloːne 
574 tendon waːraʔ  
575 termite mɔːre  
576 termite hill boŋgo ɓaŋgú 
577 that (dem) imbəlo  
578 then, after, later dəkɔlo, ma…gundu  
579 thief aːgɔra agortá 
580 thigh gʊru  
581 thin rɔtʃ’i  
582 think, reflect dʒeːra  
583 thing gɪn  
584 this mbe  
585 thorn k’aʃe  
586 throat ɗɔŋo  
587 throw (away), drop ɗaːk’a alo  
588 thumb lɛbolo dadəne  
589 thunder rɔɓale  
590 tick (n) dede  
591 tie (loosely) ador  
592 tie up (tightly); imprison ɗoːʃɛne ɗoːʃa 
593 time (abstract, n) lari mɔndo, tɔkɔle  
594 time, place, space aɲi  
595 be tired; sleepy aʃile ʃilé 
596 to, towards li  
597 tobacco bik’a  
598 today towkole haːsːa 
599 toe labɔlɔ k’ɔlɔ  
600 tomorrow uwe  
601 tongue hale  
602 too, also, again, furthermore ali mo ʃíɲ 
603 tooth ndɪlo  
604 tooth (incisor) ɪndare  
605 tooth (molar) haːhoʷ  
606 touch (v) mula  
607 tree ɪŋgole s’ɪs’iʲa 
608 tree (light kind used for 

carpentry) abaŋge  
609 tribe, race hohɔra  
610 truth, reality anːde  
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611 turn ɗaːk’uʷe, bariŋisa  
612 turn around ɗaːk’uʷe, ʃɪmbirine bɛrʃiŋi 
613 turtle, tortoise hɔdɔdɔ  
614 twist (v) wɔrhosa  
612 udder k’eːse  
616 under, below, beneath liri  
617 undress ʃulɔlo, ʃʊlo  
618 unequal gɔrːuʔi  
619 untie bɛrⁱbɛda  
620 urine tʃ’ɔrɔʔ  
621 vagina ŋɛni  
622 Venus bʊrʊrʊ  
623 village, town ambʊru ʃulolo  
624 viper mɔhɔ̃  
625 virgin mʊʃaŋ  
626 vomit gugu, guguna  
627 wait daːse, ɗiŋa  
628 walk, travel adi  
629 wall awʊtʃ’etʃ’e  
630 want, hunt, seek wɛːɗa  
631 war beri wiʔi  
632 wash, bathe gitʃ’a  
633 wasp mɔɗɔ  
634 water wɛri  
635 weak isapaɗeʔe  
636 wealth ɗuɲi ʃɪmbil 
637 wedding nɛŋahaʔda  
638 week mɔndʒɔ ŋololo  
639 well (adj) gɔɗi  
640 be/become wet butʃi ɓus’i 
641 what? ɛn  
642 when? alaro  
643 where? nda  
644 which? nde  
645 whirlwind ʃɛboro agulgulu 
646 whisper (v) hahasina  
647 whistle fɛnːtɪna fenːsiŋa 
648 white wʊdi  
649 who (rel) mba  
650 who? alo  
651 Why? maluʷa  
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652 wide; broad ɗʊŋile  
653 widow, orphan waʔo  
654 wife, woman nɛŋa  
655 wind (n) bumbuni  
656 wing, upper arm biʲe  
657 wipe (dry), sweep k’uːk’a  
658 wipe (wet), clean tʃ’uwa  
659 wives mihe mihi 
660 women mihe mihi 
661 wood ahɔsɔnsɔlo  
662 work (n) amaha  
663 worm horo  
664 year rɔ  
665 yellow ɪdʒɪgri ma gaːʃa 
666 yesterday giːhe dʒidi 
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Appendix H: Sample RTT introduction 

Sample introduction paragraph 

Notes: 

This introduction will need to be translated into each local dialect. There are two parts to it- a formal 
explanation of the test (outlining purpose and method), and a sample test (with 5 questions). 

Introduction: 

Please listen to some stories for us. We are working with the Benishangul-Gumuz Bureau of Education, 
and are studying the Berta language. We want to know how well you can understand the words of other 
Berta people from other towns. You will hear stories from your own town, and also stories from 3 other 
towns. Some of these you are going to understand well, others you may not understand so well. During 
each story I am going to ask you some questions. These questions ask about what happened in the story. 
Listen carefully so that you can answer them. Here is one story. 

Sample test story with the questions: 

Three years ago, I bought a donkey from a man named Mohammed. The donkey cost me 700 birr. He 
was a young male and was very strong. One day, he carried 50 pieces of wood to Asosa. He carried them 
for 4 hours. I owned him only for a few months, because someone stole him from me at night while I 
was sleeping. Although I looked for him everywhere, I never found him again. 

When did I buy an animal? 
How much did the animal cost me? 
What kind of animal did I buy? 
What did the donkey carry to Asosa? 
What happened to my donkey?  
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Appendix I: RTT Scores 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
H****, 12 M 5th 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.5 1 1 8.5 
A****, 13 F 6th 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9 
M***, 15 F 5th 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.5 1 1 1 8.5 
M***, 11 F 5th 1 1 0.5 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.5 7 
Average      8.25 
Adjusted Average   8.67 

 
Maiyu Children Tested on Fadashi: 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
H****, 12 M 5th 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 
A****, 13 F 6th 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 7 
M***, 15 F 5th 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 
M***, 11 F 5th 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 3.5 
Average       4.625 
Adjusted Average    5 

 
Maiyu Children Tested on Undulu: 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
H****, 12 M 5th 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2.5 
A****, 13 F 6th 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
M***, 15 F 5th 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 3.5 
M***, 11 F 5th 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Average       2.5 
Adjusted Average    2.67 

 
Maiyu Children Tested on Beleje Gonfoye: 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
H****, 12 M 5th 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 3 
A****, 13 F 6th 0 1 0.5 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 6 
M***, 15 F 5th 0 0 0.5 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 
M***, 11 F 5th 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1.5 
Average       3.375 
Adjusted Average    4 

 
Notables: We tested Maiyu in two locales: Abramo and Menge. In Menge the participants were 

older. The results for the Menge test are as follows: 
Maiyu Speakers Tested with Maiyu: 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
M*****, 18 M, 10th 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.5 7 
A*******, 80 M, None 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 8.5 
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A*****, 25 M, 10th 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 8 
A***, 15 F, 5th 1 1 0.5 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 6.5 
H******, 31 M, 6th 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
I**, 12 M, 5th 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.5 0 1 1 7.5 
M********, 20 M, 5th 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.5 8.5 
M***, 18 M, 9th 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
A****, 15 F, 5th 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 8.5 
Average     8.625 
Adjusted Average   8.71 

 
Maiyu Speakers Tested with Fadashi: 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
M*****, 18 M, 10th 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 6 
A*******, 80 M, None 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 8 
A*****, 25 M, 10th 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9.5 
A***, 15 F, 5th 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 8 
H******, 31 M, 6th 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 
I**, 12 M, 5th 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 4 
M********, 20 M, 5th 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 7 
M***, 18 M, 9th 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0.5 6.5 
A****, 15 F, 5th 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 
Average       6.88889
Adjusted Average    6.86 

 
Maiyu Speakers Tested with Undulu 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
M*****, 18 M, 10th 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 5 
A*******, 80 M, 
None 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 7 
A*****, 25 M, 10th 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 6 
A***, 15 F, 5th 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8 
H******, 31 M, 6th 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 5.5 
I**, 12 M, 5th 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 3.5 
M********, 20 M, 5th 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
M***, 18 M, 9th 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.5 3 
A****, 15 F, 5th 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 
Average    .5 
Adjusted Average    4.57 
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Maiyu Speakers Tested with Beleje Gonfoye 
  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
M*****, 18 M, 10th 0   1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 3.5 
A*******, 80 M, None 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0.5 3.5 
A*****, 25 M, 10th 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0.5 5 
A***, 15 F, 5th 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 5.5 
H******, 31 M, 6th 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0.5 1 0 3.5 
I**, 12 M, 5th 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.5 0 0 5.5 
M********, 20 M, 5th 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 5 
M***, 18 M, 9th 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 3 
A****, 15 F, 5th 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 5.5 
Average    4.44 
Adjusted Average    3.93 

 
Fadashi Speakers Tested with Fadashi 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
Y*****, 67 M, None 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
A*******, 23 M, 10th 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 8 
Y****, 26 M, 10th 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 7 
A****, 48 M, None 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 
T******, 21 M, 2nd 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9.5 
A***, 18 M, 7th 0 1 0.5 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 6.5 
A***, 22 M, 5th 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 8 
H****, 30 M, None 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 5.5 
Average   8.29 
Adjusted Average   8.58 

 
Fadashi Speakers Tested with Maiyu 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
Y*****, 67 M, None 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.5 7.5 
A*******, 23 M, 10th 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 1 1 0.5 9 
Y****, 26 M, 10th 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.5 7 
A****, 48 M, None 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.5 6.5 
T******, 21 M, 2nd 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 8.5 
A***, 18 M, 7th 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 5 
A***, 22 M, 5th 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9 
H****, 30 M, None 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.5 1 1 0 6 
Average    7.5 
Adjusted Average    7.92 
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Fadashi Speakers Tested with Undulu 
  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
Y*****, 67 M, None 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9.5 
A*******, 23 M, 10th 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 4 
Y****, 26 M, 10th 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 
A****, 48 M, None 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.5 0 1 4 
T******, 21 M, 2nd 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 6 
A***, 18 M, 7th 0 0 0.5 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.5 2.5 
A***, 22 M, 5th 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 6 
H****, 30 M, None 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 5.5 
Average    5.14 
Adjusted Average    5.58 

 
Fadashi Speakers Tested with Beleje Gonfoye 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
Y*****, 67 M, None 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 7 
A*******, 23 M, 10th 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 6 
Y****, 26 M, 10th 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0 1 0 6.5 
A****, 48 M, None 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0.5 5.5 
T******, 21 M, 2nd 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 5.5 
A***, 18 M, 7th 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.5 3.5 
A***, 22 M, 5th 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0.5 4 
H****, 30 M, None 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 9.5 
Average    5.94 
Adjusted Average    5.75 

 
Undulu Speakers Tested with Undulu: 
Note: M****** supplied the Story, so he was not tested on his own. 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
M******, 63 M, None       
Y***, 52 M, 4th 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 8 
A*******, 24 M, 8th 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 
S******, 26 M, 4th 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 6 
R*****, 27 F, 4th 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 7.5 
Y****, 25 M, 7th 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 7.5 
M*******, 25 F, 3rd 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 5 
M*******, 35 M, 9th 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6.5 
L*****, 35 F, None 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 8 
S*****, 18 M, 8th 1 1 0.5 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8 
Average   7.17 
Adjusted Average   7.64 
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Undulu Speakers Tested with Maiyu: 
  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
M******, 63 M, None 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
Y***, 52 M, 4th 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 
A*******, 24 M, 8th 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.5 4.5 
S******, 26 M, 4th 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 8.5 
R*****, 27 F, 4th 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0.5 8.5 
Y****, 25 M, 7th 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
M*******, 25 F, 3rd 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 8.5 
M*******, 35 M, 9th 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
L*****, 35 F, None 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 7.5 
S*****, 18 M, 8th 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 
Average    8.55 
Adjusted Average    8.56 

 
Undulu Speakers Tested with Fadashi: 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
M******, 63 M, None 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 7 
Y***, 52 M, 4th 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8.5 
A*******, 24 M, 8th 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 6.5 
S******, 26 M, 4th 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 6 
R*****, 27 F, 4th 1 1 0.5 1 1 1 1 0.5 1 1 8.5 
Y****, 25 M, 7th 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 8 
M*******, 25 F, 3rd 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 6.5 
M*******, 35 M, 9th 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 8 
L*****, 35 F, None 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 
S*****, 18 M, 8th 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 8 
Average    7.2 
Adjusted Average    7.43 

 
Undulu Speakers Tested with Beleje Gonfoye: 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
M******, 63 M, None 0 0 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 1 7 
Y***, 52 M, 4th 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 
A*******, 24 M, 8th 1 1 0.5 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 6 
S******, 26 M, 4th 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0.5 1 1 7.5 
R*****, 27 F, 4th 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9.5 
Y****, 25 M, 7th 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 4 
M*******, 25 F, 3rd 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 5.5 
M*******, 35 M, 9th 1 1 0 1 1 1 0.5 0 0 1 6.5 
L*****, 35 F, None 1 1 0.5 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 7 
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S*****, 18 M, 8th 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 8 
Average    7 
Adjusted Average    7.13 

 
Beleje Gonfoye Tested on Beleje Gonfoye 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
T******, 19 M, 5th 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 7.5 
T*****, 19M, 9th 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 6 
E******, 21 M, 8th 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 9 
M******, 20 M, 5th 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 5 
D***, 16 M, 8th 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 7 
B*****, 18 M, 5th 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 6 
T*******, 19 M, 5th 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0.5 0 1 6.5 
H******, 14 M, 7th 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 7.5 
G*******, 16 M, 8th 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 8 
Average   6.94444 
Adjusted Average   7.36 

 
Beleje Gonfoye Tested with Undulu 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
T******, 19 M, 5th 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 3.5 
T*****, 19M, 9th 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 5 
E******, 21 M, 8th 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9 
M******, 20 M, 5th 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 5.5 
D***, 16 M, 8th 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 6 
B*****, 18 M, 5th 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 
T*******, 19 M, 5th 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 4 
H******, 14 M, 7th 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0.5 0 0 2.5 
G*******, 16 M, 8th 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 5 
Average    4.83333
Adjusted Average    4.7 

 
Beleje Gonfoye Tested with Fadashi 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
T******, 19 M, 5th 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 7 
T*****, 19M, 9th 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0.5 0 0 3.5 
E******, 21 M, 8th 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 6 
M******, 20 M, 5th 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 5 
D***, 16 M, 8th 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 
B*****, 18 M, 5th 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 8 
T*******, 19 M, 5th 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3.5 
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H******, 14 M, 7th 0 1 0.5 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 4.5 
G*******, 16 M, 8th 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 4 
Average    4.94444
Adjusted Average    5.14 

 
Beleje Gonfoye Tested with Maiyu 

  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 
T******, 19 M, 5th 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 4.5 
T*****, 19M, 9th 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E******, 21 M, 8th 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 5.5 
M******, 20 M, 5th 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 
D***, 16 M, 8th 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B*****, 18 M, 5th 0 0 0.5 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.5 
T*******, 19 M, 5th 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 2.5 
H******, 14 M, 7th 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0.5 2 
G*******, 16 M, 8th 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 2.5 
Average    2.5 
Adjusted Average    2.79 

 

  Maiyu Fadashi Undulu
Beleje 
Gonfoye

Maiyu Children- Abramo 8.25 4.63 2.5 3.38
Maiyu Adults- Menge 8.63 6.89 5 4.44
Fadashi- Bambassi 7.5 8.29 5.14 5.94
Undulu- Undulu 8.55 7.2 7.17 7
Beleje Gonfoye- Fwafwate 2.5 4.94 4.83 6.94
Average 7.086 6.39 4.928 5.54

 
Adjusted Scores 

  Maiyu Fadashi Undulu
Beleje 
Gonfoye

Maiyu Children- Abramo 8.67 5 2.67 4
Maiyu Adults- Menge 8.71 6.86 4.57 3.93
Fadashi- Bambassi 7.92 8.58 5.58 5.75
Undulu- Undulu 8.56 7.43 7.64 7.13
Beleje Gonfoye- Fwafwate 2.79 5.14 4.71 7.36
Average  
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Appendix J: Additional command forms in Beleje Gonfoye 

 
hiːbəgiǃ 
Be afraid of meǃ (imp sg) 
 
Bɛʔe 
Cryǃ (imp sg) 
 
ɗos’a oːri 
Put on clothesǃ (imp sg) 
 
ɗos’əla oːri 
Put on clothes (imp pl) 
 
kalə li ɓaːluʷaǃ 
Go to the field! (imp pl) 
 
 

 
ngo hɪbisegiǃ 
Don’t be afraid of meǃ (neg imp sg) 
 
ngo basaʔiǃ 
Don’t cryǃ (neg imp sg) 
 
ngo ɗos’əsi oːri 
Don’t put on clothesǃ (neg imp sg) 
 
halu ɗos’usi oːri 
Don’t put on clothes (neg imp pl) 
 
halːu tuseʲ li ɓaːluʷaǃ 
Don’t go to the fieldǃ (neg imp pl) 
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Appendix K: Grammatical sentences for Berta dialect survey 

1. (Last week) The rat ate the corn. (past and transitive) 
 አይጥ በቆሎ በላ። 

M: amasíɲ θíŋa amúlːé. 
F: amasiɲ θiŋa sɛlːo. 
U: amasiɲ k’óli sɛrabu. 
BG: amadʒi tʃ’ɛkala dʒiːli. 

 

2. The children are playing football. (present prog. and transitive) 
 ኣሁን ልጆች እግር ኳስ እያተጫወቱ ነው። 

M: Hásːi d͡ʒeːdí íli al kúrá hú. 
BGː gigɪle mare gɪne siːl mɛrgi kolo təkala. 

 

3. The child ties the donkey with a rope. (pres and transitive) 
 ልጁ ኣህያውን በግመድ ኣዘረ። 

Mː gɛdi ɗóʃa ʃɪɲ́ír θa asːɛŕba. 
BGː dʒidʒɪle mare ɗosa mure le dɪɲi 

 

4. The girl fetches water every morning. (habitual and transitive with prep) 
 ሴት ልጁ ጧት ጧት ውሃ ትቀታለች። 

Mː gɛdi niɲalé k’álsi fɪri atːúk’oʃ atːúk’oʃ. 
BGː musɛni maːbus maːbus ine tʃ’ɪl fɪri. 

 

5. The man who is sitting under tree has white hair. (relative clause) 
 እዛ  ዛፍ ስር ፕተቀመጠው ሰውዮ ነጭ ፀጉር ኣለው። 

Mː maːbáθí dóŋóʃí θa s’ɪś’íya hu fuːdá álu. 
Fː ndəmɛto ɗoŋoʃ doŋgolo howe hodoːlo. 
BGː ndəmili mbɛlo ɗuŋosi lɛ ɪŋguliʲo leːʲa goɗi ɓusiʲo 

 

6. I want to buy the socks that are lying next to the sugar. (relative clause) 
 ከሱኳሩ ቀጥሎ የትቀመጠው ካልሲ መግዛት እፈልጋሎ 

Mː aːfɛd́í áʃɪbila aʃɛrabátáθí ɪdid͡ʒi asúkari. 
BGː dʒɪn nɛmbɛlo doŋosi sukara k’aluʷa kal ʃɪmbɛlo dʒɪn nɛkalisa eːla 

 

7. I used to eat honey. (past habitual) 
 ኣኔ  በፊት ማር ኣበላ ነ በር 

Mː ɑθiŋθiŋó/(aθiŋθiŋá) ŋonʃó gəbúl gəbúl. 16 
Fː ɓəɗi adíŋ wenʃó. 
Uː aθiŋá weɲʃo ɓɛɗé. 
BGː ali ɓɛɗeʲa ŋoːʃo tʃ’aː tʃ’ɛkalili 

 

8. He used to go to school. (past habitual) 
 እሱ ትምህርት ቤት ሲሄድ ነ ብር። 

Mː ɲɪne adídíŋóʔí/adídíŋá?̠í (gəbúl) θal mɛd́ras iːʲú. 
BGː neːʲa adidiʔi aɲi amɛduʷa are 

 

                                                  
16 For the habitual past, ‘a’ is the preferred suffix, since it indicates a long time ago. ‘ŋo’ is often used for the 
immediate past. See #8 also 
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9. Two boys are following after me. (pres plus verb with body part) 
 ሁለት ልጆች እያተቀተቁኝ ነው። 

Mː d͡ʒedí hólóŋóníɲ mɛdiŋːd͡ʒa gundi. 
BGː gigile mɛʷoliʲa mare siː kəb maregi. 

 

10. They hear the(far away) birds’ sounds. (pres plus verb with body part and demonstrative thi) 
 እናሱ የወፎች ድምፅ  ዪሰማሉ 

Mː maré hal mísəʃ́oróθí ndu. 
Fː d͡ʒin k’ale mis’e miheːdá hal nda (fa) mbeyu 
BGː mitʃ’e dʒeːle nembɛloʷa mare ɓɛriʔe 

 

11. Halifa sleeps on the bed at night. (intransitive with prep, habitual? 
 ሃሊፋ ማታ ማታ ኣልጋ ላይ ይትኛል። 

Mː Halífa tírʃí θá mɛn͡dʒɪfalú hábíθaŋ hábɪθ́aŋ 
Fː Halifa ihi tə mɛn͡dʒɪfalu hapiθaŋ 
Uː Al Halifa θɛrʃi θa wɛŋgawu habiθãŋ 
BGː Kalifeʲa dʒɪne ɗiɲila daːɲo alu abule abule 

 

12. Halifa hit the donkey with a stick. (past and transitive with prep) 
 ሃሊፋ ኣህያውን በዱላ መጣው። 

Mː Halífa fiː ʃiɲír θá hódía. 
Fː Halifa fiː ʃɪɲir θa hodia. 
Uː Halifa feː ʃɪɲir θa hodia. 
BGː Kalifeʲa gɪn sɛbul mure le duli 

 

13. Miriam made the men tea. (past and ditransitive) 
 ማሪያም ለወንዶች ሻይ ሰራች። 

Mː Amːá Máriʲam d͡ʒi maːbiyé aʃá͡í. 
BGː Mariʲami gaː dʒidʒile ɓuɗɪle ʃaʲi 

 

14. Miriam gave her daughter sili. (past and ditransitive and possessive) 
 መሪያም ለሴት ልጇ ማሽካ ሰጠች። 

Mː Amːá Máriʲam daː muʃáŋɪd́͡ʒɪdé sílməsk’í. 
BGː Mariʲami ndə ɓɛraɲaŋale letʃ’e sili 

 

15. Muhammed’s son is ten years old. (copula and possessive) 
 የሞሃመድ ወንድ ልጅ ኣሥር ኣመት ነው። 

Mː gɛdi Móhámːed na idelé aʃɛrasɛńa t͡ʃ’ɛɗɛńːé 
BGː Mamɪdi ɓeːrɪdʒɪde nɛmɓuɗeliʲa (wɛka17 maɲko) maːduma manəɲko məmaʔolu hulu manəɲku 

 

16. The grass is green during the rainy season. (copula, adjective and prep) 
 በየቅረምት ጊዜ ሳር ኣረንጓዲ ነው። 

Mː θa as’akale ɲera gɛlasí. 
Fː θaŋ s’akale ɲera gɛlasi. 
Uː θa s’akale ɲera gɛlasi. 
BGː ɲera latʃ’ɛkaleʲa gɪne ɪdʒɪgɛri. 

  

                                                  
17 This is Oromo for year.  
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17. If I don’t speak correctly, you need to fix it for me. 
 እኔ  በትክከል ካልተነ ገ ርኩም ኣንተ ኣስተስካል። 

Mː Welá ma roθálí ma biʃí, ngó musad͡ʒéʔí. 
Fː θoraŋko mbe (mbɛle) mɛ ʃololi ngo ʃiɲ musad͡ʒaʔi. 18 
Uː Wɛlːa me θorʔi ma goɗi ŋgo mus’ogá naŋho. 
BGː Ali mali ʃaːra lora magoɗiʲa muːtʃ’oː 

 

18. My sister made Havis put on the shoes. 
 እህቴ ሃቪስን ጫማ እንዲያደርግ ኣስደረገች። 

Mː Bəb́a ániʃiŋó Hávis ʃefa. 19 
Fː Mbo k’ɛlo gɛli ʃɛɗoʃa ʃɛfa nhoːfone. 20 
BGː Aʔaiʲo masara tʃ’ama ɗoseʲa kaiʲɛne21 

 

19. The rat was eaten by the cat. (passive) 
 ኣይጧ በድመት ተበላች። 

Mː amasíɲ k’ólólá mɛŕuʔi. 
BGː amadʒi muʷa mariʲo 

 

20. The corn was plucked by the old woman. (passive and adjective) 
 በቆሎው በኣሮጊቷ ተስበሮ ነ በር። 

Mː niɲəɗ́ání k’úːla amúlːé. 
BGː la ɲindɛlo məni ɪdʒigɛri kuluʷone 

 

21. Take the cup! (imp and demonstrative -le) 
 ብርጭቆው ውሴድ። 

Mː Hás’ulá algubíyá ɛléǃ 
Fː Hasula ɓaɗé22 
BGː Haːɗa burtʃ’uk’o mbe 

 

22. Go to the field! (imp pl) 
 ወደ እርሻ ሂድ። 

Mː saːθa θá gɛf́áwé͡íǃ 
BGː kalə li ɓaːluʷa 

 

23. Don’t fight ! (imp pl + reciprocal) 
 ኣተጣሉ! 

Mː Baká beʃuháǃ 
Fː Bəka bilo haθuǃ23 
Uː Ari háʔ bɛʃuʔiǃ 
BG: Halu bɛsusaʔi 

  

                                                  
18 ʃololi is a word in Maiyu too, but the Fadashi word for biʃi is often goɗi, like in Undulu.  
19 This was altered to make it to “put on” rather than to “tie” his shoes.  
20 This sentence is not correct. It means “I told my sister to put on the shoes, and she refused.” 
21 Havis is not reflected in this sentence.  
22 ɓaɗe in Rotana is a dried, cut ghord used for drinking. Not a glass.  
23 This verb is like to provoke. They are arguing, but not physically fighting yet.  
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24. Don’t be afraid of me! (imp) 
 ኣተፍራኝ! 

Mː baká hɪb́íŋód͡ʒiǃ 
BGː ngo hɪbisegiǃ24 

 

25. Drinking coffee makes my father happy. (verbal adjectives) 
 ቡና መጠጣት ኣባቴን ያስደሰታል። 

Mː albún meːra áːbɪʃiŋ abá͡íyaŋ. 
BGː bobo mameːra buneʲa ali gɪne goɗi bɪsi. 

 

26. It makes my father angry when children fight. (causative, adjective) 
 ልጆች ሲጣሉ ኣባቴ ኣይወድም። 

Mː Áʃunθiŋ abá͡íyaŋ na bɛʃó geːdú. 
Fː Ngoli ɓiluwaʔi ɪnː ali dogoʃa gaʔaŋ25 
Uː Gwi bɛʃoʔi ndogoʃa bobowa. 
BGː gigile mare bɛsoʔi bobo goɗi bɪsisa.26 

 

27. Goats eat grass when they are hungry. (verbal adjective) 
 ፊየሎች ሲራባቸው ሳር ዪበላሉ። 

Mː miya gáːmɛĺé ma fiː húlaŋ, θiŋ ɲera. 
BGː miʲa mːare fiːʲola ɲera tʃ’ɛk’ala mare. 

 

28. Please sit on that chair. (polite imp and demonstrative –lo) 
 እባክህ ብዛህኛው ወንበር ቁጭ ኣለ። 

Mː bɪlːa dəŋoʃa θa alkursiθi alu. /dəŋóʃa θa al kúrsi alú mé. 
Fː iba dəŋoʃa θa amɛɗeloθo.27 
BGː Aːgaʷi ɗoŋosa laɗoŋo mbəlo alu. 

 

29. The child is not happy. (negation) 
 ልጁ ደስተኛ ኣይደለም። 

Mː gɛdílo wɛlá bɪʃgaʔáŋ. 
BGː ɓeːra mbɛloʷa goɗi bisisa.28 

 

30. An old man cannot work all day, he needs to rest. (negation) 
 ኣንድ ሽማገሌ የሙሉ ቅን መሥራት ኣልችልም, እረፍት ያስፈልጋል። 

Mː maːbá ɗání wɛlá ʃɛḱalí munzíyú tʃ͡’ɪĺːíŋ, fɛd́i aːráha. 
BGː k’a ɗuɲi jɛmundʒu beʲuʷa lɪkiː amaha kagosa gɪne k’ɛlsa nasora. 

 

31. Let’s go to the market! (jussive?) 
 እስቲ ወደ ግቢያ እንሃድ 

Mː ansáː θa súgúwéǃ 
Fː ndó (nːduwa) θa suge 
Uː nɛndo (nːduwa)θa suguwa 
BGː Ado nduʷa aʔeloʷodʒi29 

 

                                                  
24 This likely isn’t negative. Check it.  
25 It makes me angry when children fight. “dogoʃi” means ʃuni, Likely the same in Undulu.  
26 This sentence means that my father is happy when children fight, not angry.  
27 This amaɗi is a saddle in Rotana, but they use it as a chair in Fadashi 
28 This also might not be negative. Check this. Also, what is ɓeri? 
29 ɛlowa is Maiyu for to sell.  
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32. May I drink it? (jussive?) 
 ልጠጠው? 

Mː áːmɛŕá͡íʔá 
BGː aːmɛrá 

 

33. Who made this chair? (question words) 
 እሄኛውን ወንበር ማን ሠራው? 

Mː ɛndá ʃɛḱóló albɛḿbɪŕəĺé 
BGːHato mbe alo kiʲoːne 

 

34. Who is coming? (question words) 
 ማን እያመጣ ነው? 

Mː ndá mbɛĺó (na) adóʔíyá? 
BGː halo si aːdone 

 

35. Where are you going? (question word) 
 ወደ ዬት እየሄደህ ነው? 

Mː wáːné adɪǵóʔíyá? 
BGː Nda si ŋgo adagəŋoʔi? 

 

36. Which one of these children is the oldest? (question word) 
 ከእዚህ ልጆች ታላቁ ዬተኛው ነው? 

Mː ndí gɛdíʔa bɛ ́ɗání/na θagaga? 
Fː ndegwaʔa30 mba θɛrhu 
BGː gigi nɛmbeliʲo bɛɗuɲiʲa nde mbobe? 

 

37. Why didn’t you greet me? (question with negation) 
 ለምንድነው ሠላም የማትሰጠኝ? 

Mː nəŋ́ wɛlá geragaŋód͡ʒi? 
BGː Mbɛlo ʃargodʒi olo dʒɛriʲa? 

 

38. Why doesn’t he eat the mango? (question with negation) 
 ለምን ማንጎ  ኣይበላም? 

Mː nəŋ́ wɛlá θiŋgané almáŋga? 
Fː ala θiŋogo al maŋga31 
Uː mːaniá welːa θiŋ ͡dʒɛnɛ almaŋge? 
BGː ɛn sɪrgane maŋgo tʃ’ɛkala? 

 

39. Do you want tea? (yes/no question) 
 ሻይ ትፈልጋለህ? 

Mː ŋgó fɛɗ́i aʃá͡íyá?32 
Uː ɲk’ala ʃ͡ai nːi 
BGː ngo kɛɓi ʃai? 

 

40. Are you going to town tomorrow? (yes/no question) 
 ነ ጌ ወደ ከትማ ትሄዳለህ? 

Mː ɲgʷádí θal mɛdínayú asɛbá͡íyá? 
BGː uweː ngʷadiʲa aŋuluʷo waweluʲa?

                                                  
30 Literally “Which of your children is the oldest?” “Gwa” is the word for child. Also common in Undulu.  
31 Literally “Why aren’t YOU eating the mango?” 
32 In Maiyu, ‘k’ala’ has the meaning of to be interested. In the Undulu example, it’s literally “Are you interested in 
some tea?” 
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